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Moises De La Cruz
Atelier STRIPESHEALTH + EFFICIENCY HOUSE
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSETIMELINE  : origins
It all began with this timeline. Elle provided this influential first 
draft as the team was still getting acquainted with each other as 
well as the history of Mies’ 50x50 ‘Core House.’ Already, Mies’ 
ominous charicature took center place, suggesting some form 
of ideological ‘overseer.’ The radial configuartion of the timeline 
elements would also go on to influence our design process 
throughout the quarter. 
Atelier STRIPES
research: Atelier STRIPES
timeline graphic: Elle Gallman
































is building was Mies’ second tallest project, 
and his last in the States. From the start it 
displayed a prominent discrepancy between the 
building’s high tech, computer 
climate-controlled ambitions and its 
asbestos-ridden reality which persists today. 
Mies was not able to see the building 
completed, as he died in 1969.
Mies’ crown achievement of International Style 
was purchased for restoration by e Right 
Honorable Peter Garth Palumbo, Baron 
Palumbo, a wealthy conservative Lord from 
Great Britain. In his earlier years the property 
magnate had idolized van der Rohe, and once 
commissioned him on the design of a 
controversial housing project called Mansion 
Square House, which was indeed a massive cube not 
unlike the Seagram Building. 
Mikhail Posokhin embraced Soviet Modernism in this 
structurally expressive pavillion for Expo 67 in Montreal. 
While the majority of public housing in the USSR had 
become robustly opaque, the pavillion expressed an 




Peter Palumbo Buys the 
Farnsworth House
1986
The Ben Rose House Features 
in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’
In the 70s and 80s, many utilitarian-leaning ‘brutalist’ 
buildings came to dominate Soviet architecture, 
sometimes invoking an imaginative and otherworldly 
style that might be read as a gravity-defying escape from 
the earthly disappointments which were sweeping the society. 
Expressing the loneliness of the late USSR, these projects and their shy 
glazing invoke a longing sense of being inside-looking-out. 
1965
Reforms Fail to Organize 





The War Powers Resolution
Even Congress had grown 
tired of Richard Nixon’s persistent war 
ambitions. e expansion of the Vietnam 
War into Cambodia had become impossible 
to justify, and Congress attempted to 
weaken his power in passing the War 
Powers Resolution. Ultimately Nixon 
had little trouble sidestepping the 
power check, so that both the 
general public and Congress 
were simultaneously forced 
to reckon with the new, 
opaque form of 







Competiton winner, the 
e Great Exhibition of 1851. e Crystal Palace 
was created out of cast iron and plate glass. Joseph Paxton, a 
gardener by trade, developed a ‘ridge-and-furrow’ structural system 




is exotic Belgian royal property was commissioned by 
King Leopold II, who amassed a fortune by founding the 
Congo ‘Free’ State and extracting its rubber resources 
through forced labor. e greenhouses brought the 
outside indoors for year round enjoyment, but were only 
made accessible to the public for 3 weeks per year.
With the invention of a successful 
method for keeping plants in harsh 
environments (from overseas journeys to 
the coal-blackened skies of London), the 
Wardian case essentially kickstarts the 
modern era of global ecological 
commerce and allows the world’s 
biodiversity to be shared with ease. 
1914
The Glass Pavilion
Created by Bruno Taut, this prismatic glass 
dome structure at the Cologne Deutscher 
Werkbund Exhibition. e structure was made 
at the height of German Expressionism, an 
avant-garde art movement that pioneered genres 
like futurism and horror, contrasting wildly with 
realism.
e Bolshevik revolutionaries triumph in the 
1917 civil war, and establish dominance to 
incorporate the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics over the next few years. e 
Bolsheviks were originally worker’s councils 
called Soviets, and a radicalized university 
student-turned-activist named Vladmir 
Lenin took the lead as a champion of the 
revolution. He had been instrumental 
in pushing people to revolt 
against the absolute monarchy 
of Tsar Nicolas II. Lenin was 
inspired by the works of Karl 
Marx in his endeavor to 
build a socialist movement, 
and unite the world’s 
working class towards a 
communist society. But 
rst, Russia would need to 
catch up with the world 
through a series of 
overambitious ve year 
economic plans with him 
at the helm that would 
seriously test the 
revolution’s resolve. 
e CIA’s Oce of Scientic 
Intelligence began testing the 
feasibility of wide-scale domestic 
brainwashing and more ecient 
interrogation through the use of 
psychoactive drugs. Subjects were 
pulled from the general population 
and often not informed of what 
experiments might be done to 
them, which over the years 
grew to include hypnosis, 
sensory deprivation, 
isolation, sexual 
abuse and torture.  
e antiwar 
movement met a bloody 
roadblock in a series of violent retalliations to 
peaceful campus protests which left 6 dead and 21 injured. It 
became clear that even the mass of the public was powerless to 
stop the inertia of the Vietnam War which 
raged on in the background 
of American life. 
Modern power had 
become a force too 
far removed from 
the people it was 
said to represent. 
1929
The Barcelona Pavillion
Designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich. 
is was the competiton winner for the 1929 International 
Exposition in Barcelona, Spain. e pavilion was said to 
represent “the new Weimar Germany: democratic, culturally 
progressive, prospering, and thoroughly pacist; a 
self-portrait through architecture.”
e now famous 60’s “hippie” culture emerged out of the legacy 
of Beat poets and artists from the decade before. Author Ken 
Kesey passed the baton to his zany and controversial band of 
Merry Pranksters with a collective bus odyssey across the 
U.S. supplied with acid and amphetamines to fuel their 
engines. Kesey had once participated in government testing 
of hallucinogens, and the substances which had inspired 
much of his writing, he now envisioned as having the power 
to awaken a cultural revolution and challenge the 
conformity of American culture. 
1922
Bolshevik Victory 1930s
The Rise of Stalinism
e optimistic age of Lenin was short - only a 
few years - before Stalin rose to power and 
widened the government’s role in censorship. 
Having usurped ultimate control in the 
USSR, Stalin turned his paranoid attention 
outwards and enacted rapid industrialization 
reforms to prepare for war with the west while 
imprisoning and murdering dissidents to enforce 
ideological uniformity. 
While the New York skyline was embellished with the 
world’s peak, the Empire State Building, most of 
America experienced devastating economic 
downturn as the stock market tumbled as a 
byproduct of speculative trading, and the Dust 
Bowl brought an era of ecological disaster fueled by 
the rise of 
mechanized 
farming. 
A paranoia swept U.S. government and 
culture as the ‘threat’ of communism 
loomed in the east. e House 
Un-American Activities Committe (headed 
by Senator Martin Dies), and Senator Joseph 
McCarthy lead numerous investigations and trials 
implicating ocials and private citizens in 




e Glass House, or Johnson house, is a historic project in New 
Canaan, Connecticut. It was designed by architect Philip 
Johnson as his own residence.e work is widely regarded as 
drawing inspiration directly from the Farnsworth House which 
was still in construction at the time, as Johnson curated an 
exhibit of Mies’ work at the MoMA beforehand. Johnson was 
a known supporter of Nazism, and has said that the design of 
the house was inspired by his experience of witnessing 
Jewish villages burned to nothing but foundations and 







Kent State & Jackson State Killings
e Farnsworth 
House was designed by Mies van 
der Rohe and built between 1945 and 1951. e 
one-room weekend retreat sits in a rural forest near Chicago, 
and was quickly realized to be a mistake by its chief 
inhabitant, who despised the way it made her a spectacle 
for curious trespassers. She eventually led a lawsuit 
against Mies, which became a part of the larger hysteria 
of McCarthyism, and the building was derided by some 
as a “communist-led eort” to undermine traditional 
American residential styles. To this day, the building 
remains troubled by a history of frequent ooding due 
to its location on the Fox River oodplain. 
Casa de Vidro
Empire State & 
Great Depression
Located in the tree-lined outskirts of São 
Paolo, Casa de Vidro is an icon of Brazilian 
modern architecture and the former home 
of Italian architect Lina Bo Bardi and her 






Mass Production of Khrushchyovka 
1964
Ken Kesey Kicks Off the 
Counterculture
Seagram is one of the most 
notable examples of the 
functionalist aesthetic and a 
prominent instance of 
corporate modern 
architecture. Mies was given 
an “unlimited” budget by the 
Montreal-based Seagram 
Corporation, adorning the building's exterior with stark 
glass curtain wall and simple plaza to satisfy zoning 
requirements for its extraneous height. 
Now-ubiquitous, these mass housing projects of the 
USSR were planned by Soviet committees as a means to 
temporarily satisfy rising demand as the government 
continued transplanting the rural polulation into new 
would-be urban centers. “Communism in 20 years” 
became the slogan of Stalin’s successor Nikita 
Khrushchev, signaling that life would improve once 
the country caught up to west and was able to form 
a classless and stateless communist society. 
On 17 September 2018, Nausėda 
announced his candidacy for the 2019 
Lithuanian presidential election, which 
he on 26 May. He was ocially 
inaugurated on July 12th. By the time he 
had spent a month in oce, Nausėda was 
considered to be the most trusted 
politician in Lithuania according to polls 
conducted by the Lithuanian National 
Radio and Television. 2019
Gitanas Nausėdaa is Elected
2021
Health + Efficiency House
In a strange callback to 
the 60s, two 
countercultural trends went 
head to head in ‘89. John 
Perry Barlow - lyricist for 
the Grateful Dead and self 
proclaimed 
‘cyberlibertarian’ - had made a name for 
himself promoting virtual reality as a new 
frontier for the masses to escape into in 
pursuit of a utopian cyber democracy. Two 
young hackers under the aliases Acid Phreak 
and Phiber Optik, however, wanted to show 
him that such a society would be impossible 
given the hidden control that corporations 
already exercised over the young internet. ey 
accessed and leaked his credit history from 
TRW (who once built missiles and spacecraft for 
the Cold War) as a public ‘gotcha’ to argue that 
his utopia could just as easily become a dystopia. 
1989





two years before, control of the press was 
relaxed and thousands of political prisoners 
and dissidents were released. Gorbachev 
removed the constitutional role of the 
Communist party, leading to the eventual 
dissolution of the Soviet Union on 26 
December 1991.
1991
Collapse of the 
Soviet Union
1973
The World Trade Center







Moises De La Cruz
e Ben Rose 
House was designed in 1953 
by A. James  Speyer, who was a student 
of Mies van der Rohe. In turn, Speyer’s 
student David Haid designed an addition 
in 1974 that allowed the owner to display 
their prized luxury automobile to the 
unoccupied forest below. A studio executive 
at Universal suggested the location to house a 
berglass replica 1961 Ferarri 250 GT 
California Spyder in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day O.’  
Stepping into a loophole left in the 1973 
War Powers Resolution, Ronald Reagan 
sought to clarify the role of the government 
in surveillance and intelligence operations. Giving 
explicit power to the executive branch to collect data 
for counter-terrorism and narcotics tracking would have 
far-reaching implications, and this executive order is 
often cited by the National 
Security Agency as its 
organizing document.  
At the bottom, society’s deepest 
wounds became transparent on the 
streets of New York, where the 
tension between have and have not 
was accentuated by cycles of 
rebellious violence and repression. 
Like so many other densely populated 
parts of the U.S., Black and poor tenants 
were constantly handed the short end of New 
York’s economic prosperity, and systematically 
denied opportunities to build generational wealth 
by remnant property & nance 
laws written through decades of 
segregaton. 










by the ‘glasnost’ 
policies of Mikhail Gorbachev and his ambition for ‘Perestroika’ reforms 
in the USSR. As the world headed into the 1980s, Gorbachev’s new 
leadership sought to shed light on the bureaucracy and corruption of 
the government by increasing its transparency. is ‘openness’ is 
typically associated with a cultural renewal fueled by eased censorship 
and encouraged critique of authority. 
Above the sweltering 
inequality below, 
American society’s elites 
were organizing power on 
a global scale. e 
prominence of trade both 
phsyical and scal 
(speculative markets) 
allowed for constant 
expansion which the U.S. 
was happy to indulge with 
easy loans from the central 
bank and a ‘hands-o’ 
approach to control. e modern form of power therefore 
became privatized - hidden behind the actions of private 
companies that were restricted only by laissez-faire policies that 
essentially amounted to an honor system. e World Trade Center 
completed in 1973 was the perfect t for the new seat of power - 
forcing the relocation of existing residents who preceded it to steal 
the title of world’s tallest from the Empire State. Its severe verticality 
demanded structural indulgence and 3 separate elevator systems linked 
by panoramic ‘sky lobbies,’ yet was prescribed narrow 18” windows 
due to architect Minoru Yamasaki’s fear of heights. 
As restructuring of the USSR ailed, 
the labor force grew especially 
inecient - many workers were 
known to appear drunk for their 
jobs in heavy industry.  
Meanwhile at the top, 
corruption among heads of 
state became commonplace. 
e era of gulags and extreme 
political repression had 
waned. e Soviet government now found that while it could 
keep its citizens obedient to the status quo (the gamble of 
adopting a liberal democracy still remained rarely-discussed in 
most of Russia), it could do little to prevent the battered society 
from slipping into nihilism in the face unkept promises and 




Department of Homeland 
Security Established
2009












e Urban Glass 




American architect Philip 
Johnson located in the Hudson Square 
neighborhood of Manhattan, New York City. 
Completed in 2006, it was Johnson's nal 
project, as he did not live to see construction 
nished.
Using the hazy legality of previous 
surveillance law, the NSA equips ber 
optic splitters in small rooms within various 
AT&T data routing centers across the U.S., which 
collectively handle a large chunk of the world’s telecommunications. e splitters 
invisibly divert the data through government computers which allow the NSA to 
intercept, transcribe, and record the contents of every phone call, message, or 
internet query that passes through them. e system is also capable of scanning 
this data for specic keywords as directed. San Luis Obispo plays an 
important role in this nationwide surveillance system, as a plurality of the 
world’s trans-pacic internet trac ows through undersea cables beneath 
Montana de Oro Park and are passed by a local switching station up to 
the infamous 641A blackroom in AT&T’s 
cubic windowless building in San 
Francisco.
Inigo Manglano-Ovlle’s 
‘Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With’ is 
displayed at the MaSSMOCA 
Based on Zamyatin’s ‘We,’ Manglano-Ovalle’s art 
installation at the Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art exhibits a scaled- down 
version of Mies Van Der Rohe’s 50x50 house.
is Sou 
Fujimoto project was inuenced by the 
structure of trees and the idea of 
integrating outside nature with indoor 
space. e greenhousesque building is made 
of loosely dened rooms at irregular oor 
heights, and was described as an attempt to 
build a “relationship between people and 
universe, modifying visual perception and 
habits.”
e secrets of 
the government’s massive 
spying apparatus were revealed when 
former NSA employee Edward Snowden 
leaked docouments detailing the close 
relationship between AT&T and the invisible power in America. In 
addition, the network which had only been hinted at previously 
was revealed to be a global collaboration between superpowers 
known as the Five Eyes Alliance, and most of the largest tech companies were implicated 
in working with the NSA to supply information on their users. For exposing to the public 
that most (if not all) of their interactions with the internet were closely monitored and 
recorded behind closed doors, Snowden was accused of violating the Espionage Act. He 
then defected to Russia, after being denied assylum from numerous other countries under 
pressure from then-Vice President Joe Biden in an act of what Snowden called “using 
citizenship as a weapon.”
e glass house entered 
the 21st century with this rural NY project 
made not of steel but with engineered lumber. Like its 
predecessors, it sits in a secluded eld and purports to avoid 
architectural ‘symbolism & 
metaphor’ in delivering 
an authentic material 
experience.
Nausedos Namas is where the current Lithuanian leader 
lives. e house is essentially a regular enclosed home, 





The Glass House. Past, present & future. A Wardian case.











Courtesy of Kent State University
Photographer unknown
             (public domain)
Emma Thomson, 2015
Artist unknown
“The captain of the Soviet Union 
leads us from victory to victory”
Boris Efimov, 1933
“Smoke of chimneys is 
the breath of Soviet Russia”
Artist unknown
(public domain)
“The Specter is Haunting...”
Aleksandr Amelin, 1990
(courtesy, Wende Museum)




















Still from “Going Furthur” (2016)
Kent, O’Neill, Pidutti
Hotel Panorama, Zdeněk Řihák (1969)
Photographer unknown
Salute Hotel, Milestly, Slogostkaya & 
Shevchenko (1984)
Photographer unknown
“New York, New York”






































is building was Mies’ second tallest project, 
and his last in the States. From the start it 
displayed a prominent discrepancy between the 
building’s high tech, computer 
climate-controlled ambitions and its 
asbestos-ridden reality which persists today. 
Mies was not able to see the building 
completed, as he died in 1969.
Mies’ crown achievement of International Style 
was purchased for restoration by e Right 
Honorable Peter Garth Palumbo, Baron 
Palumbo, a wealthy conservative Lord from 
Great Britain. In his earlier years the property 
magnate had idolized van der Rohe, and once 
commissioned him on the design of a 
controversial housing project called Mansion 
Square House, which was indeed a massive cube not 
unlike the Seagram Building. 
Mikhail Posokhin embraced Soviet Modernism in this 
structurally expressive pavillion for Expo 67 in Montreal. 
While the majority of public housing in the USSR had 
become robustly opaque, the pavillion expressed an 




Peter Palumbo Buys the 
Farnsworth House
1986
The Ben Rose House Features 
in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’
In the 70s and 80s, many utilitarian-leaning ‘brutalist’ 
buildings came to dominate Soviet architecture, 
sometimes invoking an imaginative and otherworldly 
style that might be read as a gravity-defying escape from 
the earthly disappointments which were sweeping the society. 
Expressing the loneliness of the late USSR, these projects and their shy 
glazing invoke a longing sense of being inside-looking-out. 
1965
Reforms Fail to Organize 





The War Powers Resolution
Even Congress had grown 
tired of Richard Nixon’s persistent war 
ambitions. e expansion of the Vietnam 
War into Cambodia had become impossible 
to justify, and Congress attempted to 
weaken his power in passing the War 
Powers Resolution. Ultimately Nixon 
had little trouble sidestepping the 
power check, so that both the 
general public and Congress 
were simultaneously forced 
to reckon with the new, 
opaque form of 







Competiton winner, the 
e Great Exhibition of 1851. e Crystal Palace 
was created out of cast iron and plate glass. Joseph Paxton, a 
gardener by trade, developed a ‘ridge-and-furrow’ structural system 




is exotic Belgian royal property was commissioned by 
King Leopold II, who amassed a fortune by founding the 
Congo ‘Free’ State and extracting its rubber resources 
through forced labor. e greenhouses brought the 
outside indoors for year round enjoyment, but were only 
made accessible to the public for 3 weeks per year.
With the invention of a successful 
method for keeping plants in harsh 
environments (from overseas journeys to 
the coal-blackened skies of London), the 
Wardian case essentially kickstarts the 
modern era of global ecological 
commerce and allows the world’s 
biodiversity to be shared with ease. 
1914
The Glass Pavilion
Created by Bruno Taut, this prismatic glass 
dome structure at the Cologne Deutscher 
Werkbund Exhibition. e structure was made 
at the height of German Expressionism, an 
avant-garde art movement that pioneered genres 
like futurism and horror, contrasting wildly with 
realism.
e Bolshevik revolutionaries triumph in the 
1917 civil war, and establish dominance to 
incorporate the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics over the next few years. e 
Bolsheviks were originally worker’s councils 
called Soviets, and a radicalized university 
student-turned-activist named Vladmir 
Lenin took the lead as a champion of the 
revolution. He had been instrumental 
in pushing people to revolt 
against the absolute monarchy 
of Tsar Nicolas II. Lenin was 
inspired by the works of Karl 
Marx in his endeavor to 
build a socialist movement, 
and unite the world’s 
working class towards a 
communist society. But 
rst, Russia would need to 
catch up with the world 
through a series of 
overambitious ve year 
economic plans with him 
at the helm that would 
seriously test the 
revolution’s resolve. 
e CIA’s Oce of Scientic 
Intelligence began testing the 
feasibility of wide-scale domestic 
brainwashing and more ecient 
interrogation through the use of 
psychoactive drugs. Subjects were 
pulled from the general population 
and often not informed of what 
experiments might be done to 
them, which over the years 
grew to include hypnosis, 
sensory deprivation, 
isolation, sexual 
abuse and torture.  
e antiwar 
movement met a bloody 
roadblock in a series of violent retalliations to 
peaceful campus protests which left 6 dead and 21 injured. It 
became clear that even the mass of the public was powerless to 
stop the inertia of the Vietnam War which 
raged on in the background 
of American life. 
Modern power had 
become a force too 
far removed from 
the people it was 
said to represent. 
1929
The Barcelona Pavillion
Designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich. 
is was the competiton winner for the 1929 International 
Exposition in Barcelona, Spain. e pavilion was said to 
represent “the new Weimar Germany: democratic, culturally 
progressive, prospering, and thoroughly pacist; a 
self-portrait through architecture.”
e now famous 60’s “hippie” culture emerged out of the legacy 
of Beat poets and artists from the decade before. Author Ken 
Kesey passed the baton to his zany and controversial band of 
Merry Pranksters with a collective bus odyssey across the 
U.S. supplied with acid and amphetamines to fuel their 
engines. Kesey had once participated in government testing 
of hallucinogens, and the substances which had inspired 
much of his writing, he now envisioned as having the power 
to awaken a cultural revolution and challenge the 
conformity of American culture. 
1922
Bolshevik Victory 1930s
The Rise of Stalinism
e optimistic age of Lenin was short - only a 
few years - before Stalin rose to power and 
widened the government’s role in censorship. 
Having usurped ultimate control in the 
USSR, Stalin turned his paranoid attention 
outwards and enacted rapid industrialization 
reforms to prepare for war with the west while 
imprisoning and murdering dissidents to enforce 
ideological uniformity. 
While the New York skyline was embellished with the 
world’s peak, the Empire State Building, most of 
America experienced devastating economic 
downturn as the stock market tumbled as a 
byproduct of speculative trading, and the Dust 
Bowl brought an era of ecological disaster fueled by 
the rise of 
mechanized 
farming. 
A paranoia swept U.S. government and 
culture as the ‘threat’ of communism 
loomed in the east. e House 
Un-American Activities Committe (headed 
by Senator Martin Dies), and Senator Joseph 
McCarthy lead numerous investigations and trials 
implicating ocials and private citizens in 




e Glass House, or Johnson house, is a historic project in New 
Canaan, Connecticut. It was designed by architect Philip 
Johnson as his own residence.e work is widely regarded as 
drawing inspiration directly from the Farnsworth House which 
was still in construction at the time, as Johnson curated an 
exhibit of Mies’ work at the MoMA beforehand. Johnson was 
a known supporter of Nazism, and has said that the design of 
the house was inspired by his experience of witnessing 
Jewish villages burned to nothing but foundations and 







Kent State & Jackson State Killings
e Farnsworth 
House was designed by Mies van 
der Rohe and built between 1945 and 1951. e 
one-room weekend retreat sits in a rural forest near Chicago, 
and was quickly realized to be a mistake by its chief 
inhabitant, who despised the way it made her a spectacle 
for curious trespassers. She eventually led a lawsuit 
against Mies, which became a part of the larger hysteria 
of McCarthyism, and the building was derided by some 
as a “communist-led eort” to undermine traditional 
American residential styles. To this day, the building 
remains troubled by a history of frequent ooding due 
to its location on the Fox River oodplain. 
Casa de Vidro
Empire State & 
Great Depression
Located in the tree-lined outskirts of São 
Paolo, Casa de Vidro is an icon of Brazilian 
modern architecture and the former home 
of Italian architect Lina Bo Bardi and her 






Mass Production of Khrushchyovka 
1964
Ken Kesey Kicks Off the 
Counterculture
Seagram is one of the most 
notable examples of the 
functionalist aesthetic and a 
prominent instance of 
corporate modern 
architecture. Mies was given 
an “unlimited” budget by the 
Montreal-based Seagram 
Corporation, adorning the building's exterior with stark 
glass curtain wall and simple plaza to satisfy zoning 
requirements for its extraneous height. 
Now-ubiquitous, these mass housing projects of the 
USSR were planned by Soviet committees as a means to 
temporarily satisfy rising demand as the government 
continued transplanting the rural polulation into new 
would-be urban centers. “Communism in 20 years” 
became the slogan of Stalin’s successor Nikita 
Khrushchev, signaling that life would improve once 
the country caught up to west and was able to form 
a classless and stateless communist society. 
On 17 September 2018, Nausėda 
announced his candidacy for the 2019 
Lithuanian presidential election, which 
he on 26 May. He was ocially 
inaugurated on July 12th. By the time he 
had spent a month in oce, Nausėda was 
considered to be the most trusted 
politician in Lithuania according to polls 
conducted by the Lithuanian National 
Radio and Television. 2019
Gitanas Nausėdaa is Elected
2021
Health + Efficiency House
In a strange callback to 
the 60s, two 
countercultural trends went 
head to head in ‘89. John 
Perry Barlow - lyricist for 
the Grateful Dead and self 
proclaimed 
‘cyberlibertarian’ - had made a name for 
himself promoting virtual reality as a new 
frontier for the masses to escape into in 
pursuit of a utopian cyber democracy. Two 
young hackers under the aliases Acid Phreak 
and Phiber Optik, however, wanted to show 
him that such a society would be impossible 
given the hidden control that corporations 
already exercised over the young internet. ey 
accessed and leaked his credit history from 
TRW (who once built missiles and spacecraft for 
the Cold War) as a public ‘gotcha’ to argue that 
his utopia could just as easily become a dystopia. 
1989





two years before, control of the press was 
relaxed and thousands of political prisoners 
and dissidents were released. Gorbachev 
removed the constitutional role of the 
Communist party, leading to the eventual 
dissolution of the Soviet Union on 26 
December 1991.
1991
Collapse of the 
Soviet Union
1973
The World Trade Center







Moises De La Cruz
e Ben Rose 
House was designed in 1953 
by A. James  Speyer, who was a student 
of Mies van der Rohe. In turn, Speyer’s 
student David Haid designed an addition 
in 1974 that allowed the owner to display 
their prized luxury automobile to the 
unoccupied forest below. A studio executive 
at Universal suggested the location to house a 
berglass replica 1961 Ferarri 250 GT 
California Spyder in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day O.’  
Stepping into a loophole left in the 1973 
War Powers Resolution, Ronald Reagan 
sought to clarify the role of the government 
in surveillance and intelligence operations. Giving 
explicit power to the executive branch to collect data 
for counter-terrorism and narcotics tracking would have 
far-reaching implications, and this executive order is 
often cited by the National 
Security Agency as its 
organizing document.  
At the bottom, society’s deepest 
wounds became transparent on the 
streets of New York, where the 
tension between have and have not 
was accentuated by cycles of 
rebellious violence and repression. 
Like so many other densely populated 
parts of the U.S., Black and poor tenants 
were constantly handed the short end of New 
York’s economic prosperity, and systematically 
denied opportunities to build generational wealth 
by remnant property & nance 
laws written through decades of 
segregaton. 










by the ‘glasnost’ 
policies of Mikhail Gorbachev and his ambition for ‘Perestroika’ reforms 
in the USSR. As the world headed into the 1980s, Gorbachev’s new 
leadership sought to shed light on the bureaucracy and corruption of 
the government by increasing its transparency. is ‘openness’ is 
typically associated with a cultural renewal fueled by eased censorship 
and encouraged critique of authority. 
Above the sweltering 
inequality below, 
American society’s elites 
were organizing power on 
a global scale. e 
prominence of trade both 
phsyical and scal 
(speculative markets) 
allowed for constant 
expansion which the U.S. 
was happy to indulge with 
easy loans from the central 
bank and a ‘hands-o’ 
approach to control. e modern form of power therefore 
became privatized - hidden behind the actions of private 
companies that were restricted only by laissez-faire policies that 
essentially amounted to an honor system. e World Trade Center 
completed in 1973 was the perfect t for the new seat of power - 
forcing the relocation of existing residents who preceded it to steal 
the title of world’s tallest from the Empire State. Its severe verticality 
demanded structural indulgence and 3 separate elevator systems linked 
by panoramic ‘sky lobbies,’ yet was prescribed narrow 18” windows 
due to architect Minoru Yamasaki’s fear of heights. 
As restructuring of the USSR ailed, 
the labor force grew especially 
inecient - many workers were 
known to appear drunk for their 
jobs in heavy industry.  
Meanwhile at the top, 
corruption among heads of 
state became commonplace. 
e era of gulags and extreme 
political repression had 
waned. e Soviet government now found that while it could 
keep its citizens obedient to the status quo (the gamble of 
adopting a liberal democracy still remained rarely-discussed in 
most of Russia), it could do little to prevent the battered society 
from slipping into nihilism in the face unkept promises and 
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e Urban Glass 




American architect Philip 
Johnson located in the Hudson Square 
neighborhood of Manhattan, New York City. 
Completed in 2006, it was Johnson's nal 
project, as he did not live to see construction 
nished.
Using the hazy legality of previous 
surveillance law, the NSA equips ber 
optic splitters in small rooms within various 
AT&T data routing centers across the U.S., which 
collectively handle a large chunk of the world’s telecommunications. e splitters 
invisibly divert the data through government computers which allow the NSA to 
intercept, transcribe, and record the contents of every phone call, message, or 
internet query that passes through them. e system is also capable of scanning 
this data for specic keywords as directed. San Luis Obispo plays an 
important role in this nationwide surveillance system, as a plurality of the 
world’s trans-pacic internet trac ows through undersea cables beneath 
Montana de Oro Park and are passed by a local switching station up to 
the infamous 641A blackroom in AT&T’s 
cubic windowless building in San 
Francisco.
Inigo Manglano-Ovlle’s 
‘Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With’ is 
displayed at the MaSSMOCA 
Based on Zamyatin’s ‘We,’ Manglano-Ovalle’s art 
installation at the Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art exhibits a scaled- down 
version of Mies Van Der Rohe’s 50x50 house.
is Sou 
Fujimoto project was inuenced by the 
structure of trees and the idea of 
integrating outside nature with indoor 
space. e greenhousesque building is made 
of loosely dened rooms at irregular oor 
heights, and was described as an attempt to 
build a “relationship between people and 
universe, modifying visual perception and 
habits.”
e secrets of 
the government’s massive 
spying apparatus were revealed when 
former NSA employee Edward Snowden 
leaked docouments detailing the close 
relationship between AT&T and the invisible power in America. In 
addition, the network which had only been hinted at previously 
was revealed to be a global collaboration between superpowers 
known as the Five Eyes Alliance, and most of the largest tech companies were implicated 
in working with the NSA to supply information on their users. For exposing to the public 
that most (if not all) of their interactions with the internet were closely monitored and 
recorded behind closed doors, Snowden was accused of violating the Espionage Act. He 
then defected to Russia, after being denied assylum from numerous other countries under 
pressure from then-Vice President Joe Biden in an act of what Snowden called “using 
citizenship as a weapon.”
e glass house entered 
the 21st century with this rural NY project 
made not of steel but with engineered lumber. Like its 
predecessors, it sits in a secluded eld and purports to avoid 
architectural ‘symbolism & 
metaphor’ in delivering 
an authentic material 
experience.
Nausedos Namas is where the current Lithuanian leader 
lives. e house is essentially a regular enclosed home, 





The Glass House. Past, present & future. A Wardian case.











Courtesy of Kent State University
Photographer unknown
             (public domain)
Emma Thomson, 2015
Artist unknown
“The captain of the Soviet Union 
leads us from victory to victory”
Boris Efimov, 1933
“Smoke of chimneys is 
the breath of Soviet Russia”
Artist unknown
(public domain)
“The Specter is Haunting...”
Aleksandr Amelin, 1990
(courtesy, Wende Museum)




















Still from “Going Furthur” (2016)
Kent, O’Neill, Pidutti
Hotel Panorama, Zdeněk Řihák (1969)
Photographer unknown
Salute Hotel, Milestly, Slogostkaya & 
Shevchenko (1984)
Photographer unknown
“New York, New York”






































is building was Mies’ second tallest project, 
and his last in the States. From the start it 
displayed a prominent discrepancy between the 
building’s high tech, computer 
climate-controlled ambitions and its 
asbestos-ridden reality which persists today. 
Mies was not able to see the building 
completed, as he died in 1969.
Mies’ crown achievement of International Style 
was purchased for restoration by e Right 
Honorable Peter Garth Palumbo, Baron 
Palumbo, a wealthy conservative Lord from 
Great Britain. In his earlier years the property 
magnate had idolized van der Rohe, and once 
commissioned him on the design of a 
controversial housing project called Mansion 
Square House, which was indeed a massive cube not 
unlike the Seagram Building. 
Mikhail Posokhin embraced Soviet Modernism in this 
structurally expressive pavillion for Expo 67 in Montreal. 
While the majority of public housing in the USSR had 
become robustly opaque, the pavillion expressed an 




Peter Palumbo Buys the 
Farnsworth House
1986
The Ben Rose House Features 
in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’
In the 70s and 80s, many utilitarian-leaning ‘brutalist’ 
buildings came to dominate Soviet architecture, 
sometimes invoking an imaginative and otherworldly 
style that might be read as a gravity-defying escape from 
the earthly disappointments which were sweeping the society. 
Expressing the loneliness of the late USSR, these projects and their shy 
glazing invoke a longing sense of being inside-looking-out. 
1965
Reforms Fail to Organize 





The War Powers Resolution
Even Congress had grown 
tired of Richard Nixon’s persistent war 
ambitions. e expansion of the Vietnam 
War into Cambodia had become impossible 
to justify, and Congress attempted to 
weaken his power in passing the War 
Powers Resolution. Ultimately Nixon 
had little trouble sidestepping the 
power check, so that both the 
general public and Congress 
were simultaneously forced 
to reckon with the new, 
opaque form of 







Competiton winner, the 
e Great Exhibition of 1851. e Crystal Palace 
was created out of cast iron and plate glass. Joseph Paxton, a 
gardener by trade, developed a ‘ridge-and-furrow’ structural system 




is exotic Belgian royal property was commissioned by 
King Leopold II, who amassed a fortune by founding the 
Congo ‘Free’ State and extracting its rubber resources 
through forced labor. e greenhouses brought the 
outside indoors for year round enjoyment, but were only 
made accessible to the public for 3 weeks per year.
With the invention of a successful 
method for keeping plants in harsh 
environments (from overseas journeys to 
the coal-blackened skies of London), the 
Wardian case essentially kickstarts the 
modern era of global ecological 
commerce and allows the world’s 
biodiversity to be shared with ease. 
1914
The Glass Pavilion
Created by Bruno Taut, this prismatic glass 
dome structure at the Cologne Deutscher 
Werkbund Exhibition. e structure was made 
at the height of German Expressionism, an 
avant-garde art movement that pioneered genres 
like futurism and horror, contrasting wildly with 
realism.
e Bolshevik revolutionaries triumph in the 
1917 civil war, and establish dominance to 
incorporate the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics over the next few years. e 
Bolsheviks were originally worker’s councils 
called Soviets, and a radicalized university 
student-turned-activist named Vladmir 
Lenin took the lead as a champion of the 
revolution. He had been instrumental 
in pushing people to revolt 
against the absolute monarchy 
of Tsar Nicolas II. Lenin was 
inspired by the works of Karl 
Marx in his endeavor to 
build a socialist movement, 
and unite the world’s 
working class towards a 
communist society. But 
rst, Russia would need to 
catch up with the world 
through a series of 
overambitious ve year 
economic plans with him 
at the helm that would 
seriously test the 
revolution’s resolve. 
e CIA’s Oce of Scientic 
Intelligence began testing the 
feasibility of wide-scale domestic 
brainwashing and more ecient 
interrogation through the use of 
psychoactive drugs. Subjects were 
pulled from the general population 
and often not informed of what 
experiments might be done to 
them, which over the years 
grew to include hypnosis, 
sensory deprivation, 
isolation, sexual 
abuse and torture.  
e antiwar 
movement met a bloody 
roadblock in a series of violent retalliations to 
peaceful campus protests which left 6 dead and 21 injured. It 
became clear that even the mass of the public was powerless to 
stop the inertia of the Vietnam War which 
raged on in the background 
of American life. 
Modern power had 
become a force too 
far removed from 
the people it was 
said to represent. 
1929
The Barcelo a Pavillion
Designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich. 
is was the competiton winner for the 1929 International 
Exposition in Barcelona, Spain. e pavilion was said to 
represent “the new Weimar Germany: democratic, culturally 
progressive, prospering, and thoroughly pacist; a 
self-portrait through architecture.”
e now famous 60’s “hippie” culture e erged out of the legacy 
of Beat poets and artists from the decade before. Author Ken 
Kesey passed the baton to his zany and controversial band of 
Merry Pranksters with a collective bus odyssey across the 
U.S. supplied with acid and amphetamines to fuel their 
engines. Kesey had once participated in government testing 
of hallucinogens, and the substances which had inspired 
much of his writing, he now envisioned as having the power 
to awaken a cultural revolution and challenge the 
conformity of American culture. 
1922
Bolshevik Victory 1930s
The Rise of Stalinism
e optimistic age of Lenin was short - only a 
few years - before Stalin rose to pow r and 
widened the governm nt’s role in censorsh p. 
Having usurped ultimate control in th  
USSR, Stalin turned his paranoid attention 
outwards and enacted rapid industrialization 
reforms to prepare for war with the west while 
imprisoning and murdering dissidents to enforce 
ideological uniformity. 
While the New York skyline was embellished with the 
world’s peak, the Empire State Building, most of 
America experienced devastating economic 
downturn as the stock market tumbled as a 
byproduct of speculative trading, and the Dust 
Bowl brought an era of ecological disaster fueled by 
the rise of 
mechanized 
farming. 
A paranoia swept U.S. government and 
culture as the ‘threat’ of communism 
loomed in the east. e House 
Un-American Activities Committe (headed 
by Senator Martin Dies), and Senator Joseph 
McCarthy lead numerous investigations and trials 
implicating ocials and private citizens in 
conspiracies if there was any suspicion of ties to 
fascism or communism.
1948
The Glas  House
e Glass House, or Johnson house, is a historic project in New 
Canaan, Connecticut. It was designed by architect Philip 
Johnson as his own residence.e work is widely regarded as 
drawing inspiration directly from the Farnsworth House which 
was still in construction at the time, as Johns n curated an 
exhibit of Mies’ work at the MoMA beforehand. Johnson was 
a known supporter of Nazism, and has said that the desig  of 
the house was inspired by his experience of witnessing 
Jewish villages burned to nothing but foundations and 







Kent State & Jackson State Killings
e Farnsworth 
House was designed by Mies van 
der Rohe and built between 1945 and 1951. e 
one-room weekend retreat sits in a rural forest near Chicago, 
and was quickly realized to be a mistake by its chief 
inhabitant, who despised the way it made her a spectacle 
for curious trespassers. She eventually led a lawsuit 
against Mies, which became a part of the larger hysteria 
of McCarthyism, nd the building was derided by some 
as a “communist-led eort” to undermine tr ditio al 
American residential styles. To t is day, the building 
remains troubled by a history of frequent ooding due 
to its location on the Fox River oodplain. 
Casa de Vidro
Empire State & 
Great Depression
Located in the tree-lined outskirts of São 
Paolo, Casa de Vidro is an icon of Brazilian 
modern ar hitecture and the former home 
of Italian architect Lina Bo Bardi and her 






Mass Production of Khrushchyovka 
1964
K n Kesey Kicks Off the 
Counterculture
Seagram is one of the most 
notable examples of the 
functionalist aesthetic and a 
prominent instance of 
corporate modern 
architecture. Mies was given 
an “unlimited” budget by the 
Montreal-based Seagram 
Corporation, adorning the building's exterior with stark 
glass curtain wall and simple plaza to satisfy zoning 
requirements for its extraneous height. 
Now-ubiquitous, these mass housing projects of the 
USSR were planned by Soviet committees as a means to 
temporarily satisfy rising demand as the government 
continued transplanting the rural polulation into new 
would-be urban centers. “Communism in 20 years” 
became the slogan of Stalin’s successor Nikita 
Khrushchev, signaling that life would improve once 
the country caught up to west and was able to form 
a classless and stateless communist society. 
On 17 September 2018, Nausėda 
announced his candidacy for the 2019 
Lithuanian presidential election, which 
he on 26 May. He was ocially 
inaugurated on July 12th. By the time he 
had spent a month in oce, Nausėda was 
considered to be the most trusted 
politician in Lithuania according to polls 
conducted by the Lithuanian National 
Radio and Television. 2019
Gitanas Nausėdaa is Elected
2021
Health + Efficiency House
In a strange callback to 
the 60s, two 
countercultural trends went 
head to head in ‘89. John 
Perry Barlow - lyricist for 
the Grateful Dead and self 
proclaimed 
‘cy rliber arian’ - had made a name for 
himself promoting virtual reality as a new 
frontier for the masses to escape into in 
pursuit of a utopian cyber democracy. Two 
young hackers under the aliases Acid Phreak 
and Phiber Optik, however, wanted to show 
him that such a society would be impossible 
given the hidden control that corporations 
already exercised over the young internet. ey 
accessed and leaked his credit history from 
TRW (who once built missiles and spacecraft for 
the Cold War) as a public ‘gotcha’ to argue that 
his utopia could just as easily become a dystopia. 
1989





two years before, control of the press was 
relaxed and thousands of political prisoners 
and dissidents were released. Gorbachev 
removed the constitutional role of the 
Communist party, leading to the eventual 
dissolution of the Sovi t Union on 26 
December 1991.
1991
Collapse of the 
Soviet Union
1973
The World Trade Center







Moises De La Cruz
e Ben Rose 
House was designed in 1953 
by A. James  Speyer, who was a student 
of Mies van der Rohe. In turn, Speyer’s 
student David Haid designed an addition 
in 1974 that allowed the owner to display 
their prized luxury automobile to the 
unoccupied forest below. A studio executive 
at Universal suggested the location to house a 
berglass replica 1961 Ferarri 250 GT 
California Spyder in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day O.’  
Stepping into a loophole left in the 1973 
War Powers Resolution, Ronald Reagan 
sought to clarify the role of the government 
in surveillance and intelligence operations. Giving 
explicit power to the executive branch to collect data 
for counter-terrorism and narcotics tracking would have 
far-reaching implications, and this executive order is 
often cited by the Natio al 
Securi y Agency as its 
organizing document.  
At the bottom, society’s deepest 
wounds became transparent on the 
streets of New York, where the 
tension between have and have not 
was accentuated by cycles of 
rebellious violence and repression. 
Like so many other densely populated 
parts of the U.S., Black and poor tenants 
were constantly handed the short end of New 
York’s economic prosperity, and systematically 
denied opportunities to build generational wealth 
by remnant property & nance 
laws written through decades of 
segregaton. 










by the ‘glasnost’ 
policies of Mikhail Gorbachev and his ambition for ‘Perestroika’ reforms 
in the USSR. As the world headed into the 1980s, Gorbachev’s new 
leadership sought to shed light on the bureaucracy and corruption of 
the government by increasing its transparency. is ‘openness’ is 
typically associated with a cultural renewal fueled by eased censorship 
and encouraged critique of authority. 
Above the sweltering 
inequality below, 
American society’s elites 
were organizing power on 
a global scale. e 
prominence of trade both 
phsyical and scal 
(speculative markets) 
allowed for co stant 
expa sion which the U.S.
was happy to i dulge with 
easy loans from the central 
bank and a ‘hands-o’ 
approach to control. e modern form of power therefore 
became privatized - hidden behind the actions of private 
companies that were restricted only by laissez-faire policies that 
essentially amounted to an honor system. e World Trade Center 
completed in 1973 was the perfect t for the new seat of power - 
forcing the relocation of existing residents who preceded it to steal 
the title of world’s tallest from the Empire State. Its severe verticality 
demanded structural indulgence and 3 separate elevator systems linked 
by panoramic ‘sky lobbies,’ yet was prescribed narrow 18” windows 
due to architect Minoru Yamasaki’s fear of heights. 
As restructuring of the USSR ailed, 
the labor force grew especially 
inecient - many workers wer  
known to appear drunk for their 
jobs in heavy industry.  
Meanwhile at the top, 
corruption among heads of 
state became commonplace. 
e era of gulags and extreme 
political repression had 
waned. e Soviet government now found that while it could 
keep its citizens obedient to the status quo (the gamble of 
adopting a liberal democracy still remained rarely-discussed in 
most of Russia), it could do little to prevent the battered society 
from slipping into nihilism in the face unkept promises and 
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e Urban Glass 




American architect Philip 
Johnson located in the Hudson Square 
neighborhood of Manhattan, New York City. 
Completed in 2006, it was Johnson's nal 
project, as he did not live to see construction 
nished.
Using the hazy legality of previous 
surveillance law, the NSA equips ber 
optic splitters in small rooms within various 
AT&T data routing centers across the U.S., which 
collectively handle a large chunk of the world’s telecommunications. e splitters 
invisibly divert the data through government computers which allow the NSA to 
intercept, transcribe, and record the contents of every phone call, message, or 
internet query that passes through them. e system is also capable of scanning 
this data for specic keywords as directed. San Luis Obispo plays an 
important role in this nationwide surveillance system, as a plurality of the 
world’s trans-pacic internet trac ows through undersea cables beneath 
Montana de Oro Park and are passed by a local switching station up to 
the infamous 641A blackroom in AT&T’s 
cubic windowless building in San 
Francisco.
Inigo Manglano-Ovlle’s 
‘Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With’ is 
displayed at the MaSSMOCA 
Based on Zamyatin’s ‘We,’ Manglano-Ovalle’s art 
installation at the Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art exhibits a scaled- down 
version of Mies Van Der Rohe’s 50x50 house.
is Sou 
Fujimoto project was inuenced by the 
structure of trees and the idea of 
integrating outside nature with indoor 
space. e greenhousesque building is made 
of loosely dened rooms at irregular oor 
heights, and was described as an attempt to 
build a “relationship between people and 
universe, modifying visual perception and 
habits.”
e secrets of 
the government’s massive 
spying apparatus were revealed when 
former NSA employee Edward Snowden 
leaked docouments detailing the close 
relationship between AT&T and the invisible power in America. In 
addition, the network which had only been hinted at previously 
was revealed to be a global collaboration between superpowers 
known as the Five Eyes Alliance, and most of the largest tech companies were implicated 
in working with the NSA to supply information on their users. For exposing to the public 
that most (if not all) of their interactions with the internet were closely monitored and 
recorded behind closed doors, Snowden was accused of violating the Espionage Act. He 
then defected to Russia, after being denied assylum from numerous other countries under 
pressure from then-Vice President Joe Biden in an act of what Snowden called “using 
citizenship as a weapon.”
e glass house entered 
the 21st century with this rural NY project 
made not of steel but with engineered lumber. Like its 
predecessors, it sits in a secluded eld and purports to avoid 
architectural ‘symbolism & 
metaphor’ in delivering 
an authentic material 
experience.
Nausedos Namas is where the current Lithuanian leader 
lives. e house is essentially a regular enclosed home, 





The Glass House. Past, present & future. A Wardian case.











Courtesy of Kent State University
Photographer unknown
             (public domain)
Emma Thomson, 2015
Artist unknown
“The captain of the Soviet Union 
leads us from victory to victory”
Boris Efimov, 1933
“Smoke of chimneys is 
the breath of Soviet Russia”
Artist unknown
(public domain)
“The Specter is Haunting...”
Aleksandr Amelin, 1990
(courtesy, Wende Museum)




















Still from “Going Furthur” (2016)
Kent, O’Neill, Pidutti
Hotel Panorama, Zdeněk Řihák (1969)
Photographer unknown
Salute Hotel, Milestly, Slogostkaya & 
Shevchenko (1984)
Photographer unknown
“New York, New York”






































is building was Mies’ second tallest project, 
and his last in the States. From the start it 
displayed a prominent discrepancy between the 
building’s high tech, computer 
climate-controlled ambitions and its 
asbestos-ridden reality which persists today. 
Mies was not able to see the building 
completed, as he died in 1969.
Mies’ crown achievement of International Style 
was purchased for restoration by e Right 
Honorable Peter Garth Palumbo, Baron 
Palumbo, a wealthy conservative Lord from 
Great Britain. In his earlier years the property 
magnate had idolized van der Rohe, and once 
commissioned him on the design of a 
controversial housing project called Mansion 
Square House, which was indeed a massive cube not 
unlike the Seagram Building. 
Mikhail Posokhin embraced Soviet Modernism in this 
structurally expressive pavillion for Expo 67 in Montreal. 
While the majority of public housing in the USSR had 
become robustly opaque, the pavillion expressed an 




Peter Palumbo Buys the 
Farnsworth House
1986
The Ben Rose House Features 
in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’
In the 70s and 80s, many utilitarian-leaning ‘brutalist’ 
buildings came to dominate Soviet architecture, 
sometimes invoking an imaginative and otherworldly 
style that might be read as a gravity-defying escape from 
the earthly disappointments which were sweeping the society. 
Expressing the loneliness of the late USSR, these projects and their shy 
glazing invoke a longing sense of being inside-looking-out. 
1965
Reforms Fail to Organize 





The War Powers Resolution
Even Congress had grown 
tired of Richard Nixon’s persistent war 
ambitions. e expansion of the Vietnam 
War into Cambodia had become impossible 
to justify, and Congress attempted to 
weaken his power in passing the War 
Powers Resolution. Ultimately Nixon 
had little trouble sidestepping the 
power check, so that both the 
general public and Congress 
were simultaneously forced 
to reckon with the new, 
opaque form of 







Competiton winner, the 
e Great Exhibition of 1851. e Crystal Palace 
was created out of cast iron and plate glass. Joseph Paxton, a 
gardener by trade, developed a ‘ridge-and-furrow’ structural system 




is exotic Belgian royal property was commissioned by 
King Leopold II, who amassed a fortune by founding the 
Congo ‘Free’ State and extracting its rubber resources 
through forced labor. e greenhouses brought the 
outside indoors for year round enjoyment, but were only 
made accessible to the public for 3 weeks per year.
With the invention of a successful 
method for keeping plants in harsh 
environments (from overseas journeys to 
the coal-blackened skies of London), the 
Wardian case essentially kickstarts the 
modern era of global ecological 
commerce and allows the world’s 
biodiversity to be shared with ease. 
1914
The Glass Pavilion
Created by Bruno Taut, this prismatic glass 
dome structure at the Cologne Deutscher 
Werkbund Exhibition. e structure was made 
at the height of German Expressionism, an 
avant-garde art movement that pioneered genres 
like futurism and horror, contrasting wildly with 
realism.
e Bolshevik revolutionaries triumph in the 
1917 civil war, and establish dominance to 
incorporate the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics over the next few years. e 
Bolsheviks were originally worker’s councils 
called Soviets, and a radicalized university 
student-turned-activist named Vladmir 
Lenin took the lead as a champion of the 
revolution. He had been instrumental 
in pushing people to revolt 
against the absolute monarchy 
of Tsar Nicolas II. Lenin was 
inspired by the works of Karl 
Marx in his endeavor to 
build a socialist movement, 
and unite the world’s 
working class towards a 
communist society. But 
rst, Russia would need to 
catch up with the world 
through a series of 
overambitious ve year 
economic plans with him 
at the helm that would 
seriously test the 
revolution’s resolve. 
e CIA’s Oce of Scientic 
Intelligence began testing the 
feasibility of wide-scale domestic 
brainwashing and more ecient 
interrogation through the use of 
psychoactive drugs. Subjects were 
pulled from the general population 
and often not informed of what 
experiments might be done to 
them, which over the years 
grew to include hypnosis, 
sensory deprivation, 
isolation, sexual 
abuse and torture.  
e antiwar 
movement met a bloody 
roadblock in a series of violent retalliations to 
peaceful campus protests which left 6 dead and 21 injured. It 
became clear that even the mass of the public was powerless to 
stop the inertia of the Vietnam War which 
raged on in the background 
of American life. 
Modern power had 
become a force too 
far removed from 
the people it was 
said to represent. 
1929
The Barcelona Pavillion
Designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich. 
is was the competiton winner for the 1929 International 
Exposition in Barcelona, Spain. e pavilion was said to 
represent “the new Weimar Germany: democratic, culturally 
progressive, prospering, and thoroughly pacist; a 
self-portrait through architecture.”
e now famous 60’s “hippie” culture emerged out of the legacy 
of Beat poets and artists from the decade before. Author Ken 
Kesey passed the baton to his zany and controversial band of 
Merry Pranksters with a collective bus odyssey across the 
U.S. supplied with acid and amphetamines to fuel their 
engines. Kesey had once participated in government testing 
of hallucinogens, and the substances which had inspired 
much of his writing, he now envisioned as having the power 
to awaken a cultural revolution and challenge the 
conformity of American culture. 
1922
Bolshevik Victory 1930s
The Rise of Stalinism
e optimistic age of Lenin was short - only a 
few years - before Stalin rose to power and 
widened the government’s role in censorship. 
Having usurped ultimate control in the 
USSR, Stalin turned his paranoid attention 
outwards and enacted rapid industrialization 
reforms to prepare for war with the west while 
imprisoning and murdering dissidents to enforce 
ideological uniformity. 
While the New York skyline was embellished with the 
world’s peak, the Empire State Building, most of 
America experienced devastating economic 
downturn as the stock arket tumbled as a 
byproduct of speculative trading, and the Dust 
Bowl brought an era of ecological disaster fueled by 
the rise of 
mechanized 
farming. 
A paranoia swept U.S. government and 
culture as the ‘threat’ of communism 
loomed in the east. e House 
Un-American Activities Committe (headed 
by Senator Martin Dies), and Senator Joseph 
McCarthy lead numerous investigations and trials 
implicating ocials and private citizens in 




e Glass House, or Johnson house, is a historic project in New 
Canaan, Connecticut. It was designed by architect Philip 
Johnson as his own residence.e work is widely regarded as 
drawing inspiration directly from the Farnsworth House which 
was still in construction at the time, as Johnson curated an 
exhibit of Mies’ work at the MoMA beforehand. Johnson was 
a known supporter of Nazism, and has said that the design of 
the house was inspired by his experience of witnessing 
Jewish villages burned to nothing but foundations and 







Kent State & Jackson State Killings
e Farnsworth 
House was designed by Mies van 
der Rohe and built between 1945 and 1951. e 
one-room weekend retreat sits in a rural forest near Chicago, 
and was quickly realized to be a mistake by its chief 
inhabitant, who despised the way it made her a spectacle 
for curious trespassers. She eventually led a lawsuit 
against Mies, which became a part of the larger hysteria 
of McCarthyism, and the building was derided by some 
as a “communist-led eort” to undermine traditional 
American residential styles. To this day, the building 
remains troubled by a history of frequent ooding due 
to its location on the Fox River oodplain. 
Casa de Vidro
Empire State & 
Great Depression
Located in the tree-lined outskirts of São 
Paolo, Casa de Vidro is an icon of Brazilian 
modern architecture and the former home 
of Italian architect Lina Bo Bardi and her 






Mass Production of Khrushchyovka 
1964
Ken Kesey Kicks Off the 
Counterculture
Seagram is one of the most 
notable examples of the 
functionalist aesthetic and a 
prominent instance of 
corporate modern 
architecture. Mies was given 
an “unlimited” budget by the 
Montreal-based Seagram 
Corporation, adorning the building's exterior with stark 
glass curtain wall and simple plaza to satisfy zoning 
requirements for its extraneous height. 
Now-ubiquitous, these mass housing projects of the 
USSR were planned by Soviet committees as a means to 
temporarily satisfy rising demand as the government 
continued transplanting the rural polulation into new 
would-be urban centers. “Communism in 20 years” 
became the slogan of Stalin’s successor Nikita 
Khrushchev, signaling that life would improve once 
the country caught up to west and was able to form 
a classless and stateless communist society. 
On 17 September 2018, Nausėda 
announced his candidacy for the 2019 
Lithuanian presidential election, which 
he on 26 May. He was ocially 
inaugurated o  July 12th. By the time he 
had spent a month in oce, Nausėda was 
considered to be the most trusted 
politician in Lithuania according to polls 
conducted by the Lithuanian National 
Radio and Television. 2019
Gitanas Nausėdaa is Elected
2021
Health + Efficiency House
In a strange callback to 
the 60s, two 
countercultural trends went 
head to head in ‘89. John 
Perry Barlow - lyricist for 
the Grateful Dead and self 
proclaimed 
‘cyberlibertarian’ - had made a name for 
himself promoting virtual reality as a new 
frontier for the masses to escape into in 
pursuit of a utopian cyber democracy. Two 
young hackers under the aliases Acid Phreak 
and Phiber Optik, however, wanted to show 
him that such a society would be impossible 
given the hidden control that corporations 
already exercised over the young internet. ey 
accessed and leaked his credit history from 
TRW (who once built missiles and spacecraft for 
the Cold War) as a public ‘gotcha’ to argue that 
his utopia could just as easily become a dystopia. 
1989





two years before, control of the press was 
relaxed and thousands of political prisoners 
and dissidents were released. Gorbachev 
removed the constitutional role of the 
Communist party, leading to the eventual 
dissolution of the Soviet Union on 26 
December 1991.
1991
Collapse of the 
Soviet Union
1973
The World Trade Center







Moises De La Cruz
e Ben Rose 
House was designed in 1953 
by A. James  Speyer, who was a student 
of Mies van der Rohe. In turn, Speyer’s 
student David Haid designed an addition 
in 1974 that allowed the owner to display 
their prized luxury automobile to the 
unoccupied forest below. A studio executive 
at Universal suggested the location to house a 
berglass replica 1961 Ferarri 250 GT 
California Spyder in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day O.’  
Stepping into a loophole left in the 1973 
War Powers Resolution, Ronald Reagan 
sought to clarify the role of the government 
in surveillance and intelligence operations. Giving 
explicit power to the executive branch to collect data 
for counter-terrorism and narcotics tracking would have 
far-reaching implications, and this executive order is 
often cited by the National 
Security Agency as its 
organizing document.  
At the bottom, society’s deepest 
wounds became transparent on the 
streets of New York, where the 
tension between have and have not 
was accentuated by cycles of 
rebellious violence and repression. 
Like so many other densely populated 
parts of the U.S., Black and poor tenants 
were constantly handed the short end of New 
York’s economic prosperity, and systematically 
denied opportunities to build generational wealth 
by remnant property & nance 
laws written through decades of 
segregaton. 










by the ‘glasnost’ 
policies of Mikhail Gorbachev and his ambition for ‘Perestroika’ reforms 
in the USSR. As the world headed into the 1980s, Gorbachev’s new 
leadership sought to shed light on the bureaucracy and corruption of 
the government by increasing its transparency. is ‘openness’ is 
typically associated with a cultural renewal fueled by eased censorship 
and encouraged critique of authority. 
Above the sweltering 
inequality below, 
American society’s elites 
were organizing power on 
a global scale. e 
prominence of trade both 
phsyical and scal 
(speculative markets) 
allowed for constant 
expansion which the U.S. 
was happy to indulge with 
easy loans from the central 
bank and a ‘hands-o’ 
approach to control. e modern form of power therefore 
became privatized - hidden behind the actions of private 
companies that were restricted only by laissez-faire policies that 
essentially amounted to an honor system. e World Trade Center 
completed in 1973 was the perfect t for the new seat of power - 
forcing the relocation of existing residents who preceded it to steal 
the title of world’s tallest from the Empire State. Its severe verticality 
demanded structural indulgence and 3 separate elevator systems linked 
by panoramic ‘sky lobbies,’ yet was prescribed narrow 18” windows 
due to architect Minoru Yamasaki’s fear of heights. 
As restructuring of the USSR ailed, 
the labor force grew especially 
inecient - many workers were 
known to appear drunk for their 
jobs in heavy industry.  
Meanwhile at the top, 
corruption among heads of 
state became commonplace. 
e era of gulags and extreme 
political repression had 
waned. e Soviet government now found that while it could 
keep its citizens obedient to the status quo (the gamble of 
adopting a liberal democracy still remained rarely-discussed in 
most of Russia), it could do little to prevent the battered society 
from slipping into nihilism in the face unkept promises and 
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e Urban Glass 




American architect Philip 
Johnson located in the Hudson Square 
neighborhood of Manhattan, New York City. 
Compl ted in 2006, it was Johnson's nal 
project, as he did not live to see construction 
nished.
Using the hazy legality of previo s 
surveillance law, the NSA equips ber 
optic splitters in small rooms within various 
AT&T data routing centers across the U.S., which 
collectively handle a large chunk of the world’s telecommunications. e splitters 
invisibly divert the data through government computers which allow the NSA to 
intercept, transcribe, and record the contents of every phone call, message, or 
internet q ery that pas e  through hem. e system is also capable of scanning 
this data for specic keywords as directed. San Luis Obispo plays an 
important role in this nationwide surveillance system, as a plurality of the 
world’s trans-pacic internet trac ows through undersea cables beneath 
Montana e O o Park and are passed by a local switching station up to 
the inf m us 641A blackroom in AT&T’s 
cubic windowless building in San 
Francisco.
Inigo Manglano-Ovlle’s 
‘Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With’ is 
displayed at the MaSSMOCA 
Based on Zamya in’s ‘We,’ Manglano-Ovalle’s art 
installation at the Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art exhibits a scaled- down 
version of Mies Van Der Rohe’s 50x50 house.
is Sou 
Fujimoto project was inuenced by the 
structure of trees and the idea of 
integrating outside nature with indoor 
space. e greenhousesque building is made 
of oosely den d rooms at irregular oor 
heights, and was described as an attempt to 
build a “relationship between people and 
universe, modifying visual perception and 
habits.”
e secrets of 
the government’s massive 
spying apparatus were revealed when 
former NSA employee Edward Snowden 
leaked docou ents de ailing the close 
relationship between AT&T and the invisible power in America. In 
addition, t e network which had only been hinted at previously 
was revealed to be a global collaboration betwe n superpowers 
known as the Fiv  Eyes Alliance, and most of the largest tech companies were implicated 
in working with the NSA to supply information on their users. For exposing to the public 
that most (if not ll) of their interactions with the internet were cl sely monitored a d 
recorded behind closed doors, Snowden was accused of violating the Espionage Act. He 
then defected to Russia, after being denied assylum from numerous other countries under 
pressure from then-Vice President Joe Biden in an act of what Snowden called “using 
citizenship as a weapon.”
e glass house entered 
the 21st century with this rural NY project 
made not of steel but with engineered lumber. Like its 
predecessors, it sits in a secluded eld and purports to avoid 
architectural ‘symbolism & 
metaphor’ in delivering 
an aut entic material 
experience.
Nausedos Namas is where the current Lithuanian leader 
lives. e house is essentially a regular enclosed home, 
encapsulated in an larger glass case.
2121
???????????
 th  UNDERSIDE
of OWER
The Glass House. Past, present & future. A Ward an c se.











Courtesy of Kent State University
Photographer unknown
             (public domain)
Emma Thomson, 2015
Artist unknown
“The captain of the Soviet Union 
leads us from victory to victory”
Boris Efim v, 1933
“Smoke of chimneys is 
the breath of Soviet Russia”
Artist unknown
(public domain)
“The Specter is Haunting...”
Aleksandr Amelin, 1990
(courtesy, Wende Museum)




















Still from “Going Furthur” (2016)
Kent, O’Neill, Pidutti
Hotel Panorama, Zdeněk Řihák (1969)
Photographer unknown
Salute Hotel, Milestly, Slogostkaya & 
Shevchenko (1984)
Photographer unknown
“New York, New York”






































is building was Mies’ second tallest project, 
and his last in the States. From the start it 
displayed a prominent discrepancy between the 
building’s high tech, computer 
climate-controlled ambitions and its 
asbestos-ridden reality which persists tod y. 
Mies was not able to see the building 
completed, as he died in 1969.
Mies’ crown achievement of International Style 
was purchased for restoration by e Right 
Honorable Peter Garth Palumbo, Baron 
Palumbo, a wealthy conservative Lord from 
Great Britain. In his earlier years the property 
magnate had idolized van der Rohe, and once 
commissioned him on the design of a 
controversial housing project called Mansion 
Square House, which was indeed a massive cube not 
unlike the Seagram Building. 
Mikhail Posokhin embraced Soviet Modernism in this 
structurally expressive pavillion for Expo 67 in Montreal. 
While the majority of public housing in the USSR had 
become robustly opaque, the pavillion expressed an 




Peter Palumbo Buys the 
Farnsworth House
1986
The Ben Rose House Features 
in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’
In the 70s and 80s, many utilitarian-leaning ‘brutalist’ 
buildings came to dominate Soviet architecture, 
sometimes invoking an imaginative and otherworldly 
style that might be read as a gravity-defying escape from 
the earthly disappointments which were sweeping the society. 
Expressing the loneliness of the late USSR, these projects and their shy 
glazing invoke a longing sense of being inside-looking-out. 
1965
Reforms Fail to Organize 





The War Powers Resolution
Even Congress had grown 
tired of Richard Nixon’s persistent war 
ambitions. e expansion of the Vietnam 
War into Cambodia had become impossible 
to justify, and Congress attempted to 
weaken his power in passing the War 
Powers Resolution. Ultimately Nixon 
had little trouble sidestepping the 
power check, so that both the 
general public and Congress 
were simultaneously forced 
to reckon with the new, 
opaque form of 







Competiton winner, the 
e Great Exhibition of 1851. e Crystal Palace 
was created out of cast iron and plate glass. Joseph Paxton, a 
gardener by trade, developed a ‘ridge-and-furrow’ structural system 




is exotic Belgian royal property was commissioned by 
King Leopold II, who amassed a fortune by founding the 
Congo ‘Free’ State and extracting its rubber resources 
through forced labor. e greenhouses brought the 
outside indoors for year round enjoyment, but were only 
made accessible to the public for 3 weeks per year.
With the invention of a successful 
method for keeping plants in harsh 
environments (from overseas journeys to 
the coal-blackened skies of London), the 
Wardian case essentially kickstarts the 
modern era of global ecological 
commerce and allows the world’s 
biodiversity to be shared with ease. 
1914
The Glass Pavilion
Created by Bruno Taut, this prismatic glass 
dome structure at the Cologne Deutscher 
Werkbund Exhibition. e structure was made 
at the height of German Expressionism, an 
avant-garde art movement that pioneered genres 
like futurism and horror, contrasting wildly with 
realism.
e Bolshevik revolutionaries triumph in the 
1917 civil war, and establish dominance to 
incorporate the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics over the next few years. e 
Bolsheviks were originally worker’s councils 
called Soviets, and a radicalized university 
student-turned-activist named Vladmir 
Lenin took the lead as a champion of the 
revolution. He had been instrumental 
in pushing people to revolt 
against the absolute monarchy 
of Tsar Nicolas II. Lenin was 
inspired by the works of Karl 
Marx in his endeavor to 
build a socialist movement, 
and unite the world’s 
working class towards a 
communist society. But 
rst, Russia would need to 
catch up with the world 
through a series of 
overambitious ve year 
economic plans with him 
at the helm that would 
seriously test the 
revolution’s resolve. 
e CIA’s Oce of Scientic 
Intelligence began testing the 
feasibility of wide-scale domestic 
brainwashing and more ecient 
interrogation through the use of 
psychoactive drugs. Subjects were 
pulled from the general population 
and often not informed of what 
experiments might be done to 
them, which over the years 
grew to include hypnosis, 
sensory deprivation, 
isolation, sexual 
abuse a d tortu e.  
e antiwar 
movement met a bloody 
roadblock in a series of violent retalliations to 
peaceful campus protests which left 6 dead and 21 injured. It 
became clear that even the mass of the public was powerless to 
stop the inertia of the Vietnam War which 
raged on in the background 
of American life. 
Modern power had 
become a force too 
far removed from 
the people it was 
said to represent. 
1929
The Barcelona Pavillion
Designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich. 
is was the competiton winner for the 1929 International 
Exposition in Barcelona, Spain. e pavilion was said to 
represent “the new Weimar Germany: democratic, culturally 
progressive, prospering, and thoroughly pacist; a 
self-portrait through architecture.”
e now famous 60’s “hippie” culture emerged out of the legacy 
of Beat poets and artists from the decade before. Author Ken 
Kesey passed the baton to his zany and controversial band of 
Merry Pranksters with a collective bus odyssey across the 
U.S. supplied with acid and amphetamines to fuel their 
engines. Kesey had once participated in government testing 
of hallucinogens, and the substances which had inspired 
much of his writing, he now envisioned as having the power 
to awaken a cultural revolution and challenge the 
conformity of American culture. 
1922
Bolshevik Victory 1930s
The Rise of Stalinis
e optimistic age of Lenin was short - only a 
few years - before Stalin rose to power and 
widened the government’s role in censorship. 
Having usurped ultimate control in the 
USSR, Stalin turned his paranoid attention 
outwards and enacted rapid industrialization 
reforms to prepare for war with the west while 
imprisoning and murdering dissidents to enforce 
ideologic l uniformity. 
While the New York skyline was embellished with the 
world’s peak, the Empire State Building, most of 
America experienced devastating economic 
downturn as the stock market tumbled as a 
byproduct of speculative trading, and the Dust 
Bowl brought an era of ecological disaster fueled by 
the rise of 
mechanized 
farming. 
A paranoia swept U.S. government and 
culture as the ‘threat’ of communism 
loomed in the east. e House 
Un-American Activities Committe (headed 
by Senator Martin Dies), and Senator Joseph 
McCarthy lead numerous investigations and trials 
implicating ocials and private citizens in 




e Glass House, or Johnson house, is a historic project in New 
Canaan, Connecticut. It was designed by architect Philip 
Johnson as his own residence.e work is widely regarded as 
drawing inspiration directly from the Farnsworth House which 
was still in construction at the time, as Johnson curated an 
exhibit of Mies’ work at the MoMA beforehand. Johnson was 
a known supporter of Nazism, and has said that the design of 
the house was inspired by his experience of witnessing 
Jewish villages burned to nothing but foundations and 







Kent State & Jackson State Killings
e Farnsworth 
House was designed by Mies van 
der Rohe and built between 1945 and 1951. e 
one-room weekend retreat sits in a rural forest near Chicago, 
and was quickly realized to be a mistake by its chief 
inhabitant, who despised the way it made her a spectacle 
for curious trespassers. She eventually led a lawsuit 
against Mies, which became a part of the larger hysteria 
of McCarthyism, and the building was derided by some 
as a “communist-led eort” to undermine traditional 
American residential styles. To this day, the building 
remains troubled by a history of frequent ooding due 
to its location on the Fox River oodplain. 
Casa de Vidro
Empire State & 
Great Depression
Located in the tree-lined outskirts of São 
Paolo, Casa de Vidro is an icon of Brazilian 
modern architecture and the former home 
of Italian architect Lina Bo Bardi and her 






Mass Production of Khrushchyovka 
1964
Ken Kesey Kicks Off the 
Count rcult re
Seagram is one of the most 
notable examples of the 
functionalist aesthetic and a 
prominent instance of 
corporate modern 
architecture. Mies was given 
an “unlimited” budget by the 
Montreal-based Seagram 
Corporation, adorning the building's ext ri r with stark 
glass curtain wall and simple plaza to satisfy zoning 
requirements for its extraneous height. 
Now-ubiquitous, these mass housing projects of the 
USSR were planned by Soviet committees as a means to 
temporarily satisfy rising demand as the gov rnment 
continued transplanting the rural polulation into new 
would-be urban ce ters. “Com unism in 20 years” 
became the slogan of Stalin’s successor Nikita 
Khrushchev, signaling that life would improve once 
the country caught up to west and was ble to form 
a classless and stateless communist society. 
On 17 September 2018, Nausėda 
announced his candidacy for the 2019 
Lithuanian presidential election, which 
he on 26 May. He was ocially 
inaugurated on July 12th. By the time he 
had spent a month in oce, Nausėda was 
considered to be the most trusted 
politician in Lithuania according to polls 
conducted by the Lithuanian National 
Radio and Television. 2019
Gitanas Nausėdaa is Elected
2021
Health + Efficiency House
In a strange callback to 
the 60s, two 
countercultural trends went 
head to head in ‘89. John 
Perry Barlow - lyricist for 
the Grateful Dead and self 
proclaimed 
‘cyberlibertarian’ - had made a name for 
himself promoting virtual reality as a new 
frontier for the masses to escape into in 
pursuit of a utopian cyber democracy. Two 
young hackers under the aliases Acid Phreak 
and Phiber Optik, however, wanted to show 
him that such a society would be impossible 
given the hidden control that corporations 
already exercised over the young internet. ey 
accessed and leaked his credit history from 
TRW (who once built missiles and spacecraft for 
the Cold War) as a public ‘gotcha’ to argue that 
his ut pi  could just as easily become a dystopia. 
1989





two years before, control of the press was 
relaxed and thousands of political prisoners 
and dissidents w re released. Gorbachev 
r moved the constitutional role of the 
Communist party, leading to the eventual 
dissolution of the Soviet Union on 26 
December 1991.
1991
Collapse of the 
Soviet Union
1973
The World Trade Center







Moises De La Cruz
e Ben Rose 
House was designed in 1953 
by A. James  Speyer, who was a student 
of Mies van der Rohe. In turn, Speyer’s 
student David Haid designed an addition 
in 1974 that allowed the owner to display 
their prized luxury automobile to the 
unoccupied forest below. A studio executive 
at Universal suggested the location to house a 
berglass replica 1961 Ferarri 250 GT 
California Spyder in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day O.’  
Stepping into a loophole left in the 1973 
War Powers Resolution, Ronald Reagan 
soug t to clarify the role of the government 
in surveill nce and intelligence operations. Giving 
explicit power to the executive branch to collect data 
for counter-terrorism and narcotics tracking would have 
far-reaching implications, and this executive order is 
often cited by the National 
Security Agency as its 
organizing document.  
At the bottom, s ciety’s deepest 
wounds became tr nspar nt on the 
streets of New York, where the 
tension between have and hav  not 
was accentuated by cycles of 
rebellious violence and repression. 
Like so many other densely populated 
parts of he U.S., Black and poor tenants 
were constantly handed the short end of New 
York’s economic prosperity, and systematically 
denied oppor unities to build generational wealth 
by remnant property & nance 
laws written through decades of 
segregaton. 










by the ‘glasnost’ 
policies of Mikhail Gorbachev an  is ambition for ‘Perestroika’ reforms 
in the USSR. As the world headed into the 1980s, Gorbachev’s new 
leadership sought to shed light on the bureaucracy and corruption of 
the government by increasing its transparency. is ‘openness’ is 
typically associated with a cultural renewal fueled by eased censorship 
and encouraged critique f authority. 
Above the sweltering 
inequality below, 
American society’s elites 
were organizing power on 
a global scale. e 
prominence of trade both 
phsyical and scal 
(speculative markets) 
allowed for constant 
expansion which the U.S. 
was happy to indulge with 
easy loans from the central 
bank and a ‘hands-o’ 
approach to control. e modern form of power therefore 
became privatized - hidden behind the actions of private 
companies that were restricted only by laissez-faire policies that 
essentially amounted to an honor system. e World Trade Center 
completed in 1973 was the perfect t for the new seat of power - 
forcing the relocation of existing residents who preceded it to steal 
the title of world’s tallest from the Empire State. Its severe verticality 
demanded structural indulgence and 3 separate elevator systems linked 
by panoramic ‘sky lobbies,’ yet was prescribed narrow 18” windows 
due to architect Minoru Yamasaki’s fear of heights. 
As restructuring of the USSR ailed, 
the labor force grew especially 
inecient - many workers were 
known to appear drunk for their 
jobs in heavy industry.  
Meanwhile at the top, 
corruption among hea s of 
state became commonplace. 
e era of gulags and extreme 
political repression had 
waned. e Soviet government now found that while it could 
keep its citizens obedient to the status quo (the gamble of 
adopting a liberal democracy still remained rarely-discussed in 
most of Russia), it could do little to prevent the battered society 
from slipping into nihilism in the face unkept promises and 
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e Urban Glass 




American architect Philip 
Johnson located in the Hudson Square 
neighborhood f Manhattan, New York City. 
Completed in 2006, it was Joh son's nal 
project, as h  did not l v  to see construction 
nished.
Using the hazy le ality of previou  
surveillance law, the NSA equips ber 
optic splitters in small rooms within various 
AT&T data routing centers across the U.S., which 
collectively handle a large chunk of the world’s telecommunications. e splitters 
invisibly divert the data through government computers which allow the NSA to 
interc pt, transcribe, a d r cord the cont nts of every phone call, message, or 
internet query that passes through them. e system is also capable of scanning 
this data for specic keywords as directed. San Luis Obispo plays an 
important role in this nationwide surveillance system, as a plurality of the 
world’s trans-pacic internet trac ows through undersea cables beneath 
Montana de Oro Park and are passed by a local switching station up to 
the infamous 641A blackroom in AT&T’s 
cubic windowless building in San 
Francisco.
Inigo Manglano-Ovlle’s 
‘Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With’ is 
displayed at the MaSSMOCA 
Based on Zamyatin’s ‘We,’ Manglano-Ovalle’s art 
installation at the Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art exhibits a scaled- down 
version of Mies Van Der Rohe’s 50x50 house.
is Sou 
Fujimoto project was inuenced by the 
structure of trees and the idea of 
integrating outside nature with indoor 
space. e greenhousesque building is made 
of loosely dened rooms at irregular oor 
heights, and was described as an attempt to 
build a “relationship between people and 
universe, modifying visual perception and 
habits.”
e secrets of 
the government’s massive 
spying apparatus were revealed when 
former NSA employee Edward Snowden 
leaked docouments detailing the close 
relationship between AT&T and the invisible power in America. In 
addition, the network which had only been hinted at previously 
was revealed to be a global collaboration between superpowers 
known as the Five Eyes Alliance, and most of the largest tech companies were implicated 
in working with the NSA to supply information on their users. For exposing to the public 
that most (if not all) of their interactions with the internet were closely monitored and 
recorded behind closed doors, Snowden was accused of violating the Espionage Act. He 
then defected to Russia, after being denied assylum from numerous other countries under 
pressure from then-Vice President Joe Biden in an act of what Snowden called “using 
citizenship as a weapon.”
e glass house entered 
the 21st century with this rural NY project 
made not of steel but with engineered lumber. Like its 
predecessors, it sits in a secluded eld and purports to avoid 
architectural ‘symbolism & 
metaphor’ in delivering 
an authentic material 
experience.
Nausedos Namas is where the current Lithuanian leader 
lives. e house is essentially a regular enclosed home, 





The Glass House. Past, present & future. A Wardian case.











Courtesy of Kent State University
Photographer unknown
             (public domain)
Emma Thomson, 2015
Artist unknown
“The captain of the Soviet Union 
leads us from victory to victory”
Boris Efimov, 1933
“Smoke of chimneys is 
the breath of Soviet Russia”
Artist unknown
(public domain)
“The Specter is Haunting...”
Aleksandr Amelin, 1990
(courtesy, Wende Mu eum)




















Still from “Going Furthur” (2016)
Kent, O’Neill, Pidutti
Hotel Panorama, Zdeněk Řihák (1969)
Photographer unknown
Salut  Hot l, Milestly, Slogostkaya & 
Shevchenko (1984)
Photographer unknown
“New York, New York”






































is building was Mies’ second tallest project, 
and his last in the States. From the start it 
displayed a promi ent discrepancy between the 
building’s high tech, computer 
climate-controlled ambitions and its 
as estos-ridden reality which persists today. 
Mies as not able to see the building 
completed, as he died in 1969.
Mies’ crown achievement of International Style 
was purchased for restoration by e Right 
Honorable Peter Garth Palumbo, Baron 
Palu bo,  wealthy co servative Lord from 
Great Britain. In his earlier years the property 
magnate had idolized van der Rohe, and once 
commiss o ed him o  the design of a 
controversial housing project called Mansion 
Square House, which was indeed a massive cube not 
unlike the Seagram Building. 
Mikhail Posokh n embraced So iet Modernism in this 
structurally expressive pavillion for Expo 67 in Montreal. 
While the majority of public housing in the USSR had 
become robustly opaque, the pavillion expressed an 
ambitious sense of openness, pointed in an optimistic 
upward curve. 
Brutalist Architect re 
Dominates The USSR
Pet r P l mbo Buys the 
Farnsworth House
1986
The Ben Rose House Features 
in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’
In the 70s and 80s, many ut litarian-leaning ‘brutalist’ 
buildings came to dominate Soviet architecture, 
sometimes invoking an imaginative and otherworldly 
style that might be read as a gravity-defying escape from 
the earthly disappointments which were sweeping the society. 
Expressing the loneliness of the late USSR, these projects and their shy 
glazing invoke a longing sense of being inside-looking-out. 
1965
Reforms F il o Organize 





The War Power  Resolution
Even Congress had grown 
tired of Richard Nixon’s persistent war 
ambitions. e expansion of the Vietnam 
War into Cambodia had become impossible 
to justify, and Congress attempted to 
weaken his power in passing the War 
Powers Resolution. Ultimately Nixon 
had little trouble sidestepping the 
power check, so that both the 
general public and Congress 
were simultaneously forced 
to reckon with the new, 
opaque form of 







Competiton winner, the 
e Great Exhibition of 1851. e Crystal Palace 
was created out of cast iron and plate glass. Joseph Paxton, a 
gardener by trade, developed a ‘ridge-and-furrow’ structural system 




is exotic Belgian royal property was commissioned by 
King Leopold II, who amassed a fortune by founding the 
Congo ‘Free’ State and extracting its rubber resources 
through forced labor. e greenhouses brought the 
outside indoors for year round enjoyment, but were only 
made accessible to the public for 3 weeks per year.
With the invention of a successful 
method for keeping plants in harsh 
environments (from overseas journeys to 
the coal-blackened skies of London), the 
Wardian case essentially kickstarts the 
modern era of global ecological 
commerce and allows the world’s 
biodiversity to be shared with ease. 
1914
The Glass Pavilion
Created by Bruno Taut, this prismatic glass 
dome structure at the Cologne Deutscher 
Werkbund Exhibition. e structure was made 
at the height of German Expressionism, an 
avant-garde art movement that pioneered genres 
like futurism and horror, contrasting wildly with 
realism.
e Bolshevik revolutionaries triumph in the 
1917 civil war, and establish dominance to 
incorporate the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics over the next few years. e 
Bolsheviks were originally worker’s councils 
called Soviets, and a radicalized university 
student-turned-activist named Vladmir 
Lenin too  the lea  as a champion of the 
revolution. He had been instrumental 
in pushing people to revolt 
against the absolute monarchy 
of Tsar Nicolas II. Lenin was 
inspired by the works of Karl 
Marx in his endeavor to 
build a socialist movement, 
and unite the world’s 
working class towards a 
communist society. But 
rst, Russia would need to 
catch up with the world 
through a series of 
overambitious ve year 
economic plans with him 
at the helm that would 
seriously test the 
revolution’s resolve. 
e CIA’s Oce of Scientic 
Intelligence began testing the 
feasibility of wide-scale domestic 
brainwashing and more ecient 
interrogation through the use of 
psychoactive drugs. Subjects were 
pulled from the general population 
and often not informed of what 
experiments might be done to 
them, which over the years 
grew to include hypnosis, 
sensory deprivation, 
isolation, sexual 
abuse and torture.  
e antiwar 
movement met a bloody 
roadblock in a series of violent retalliations to 
peaceful campus protests which left 6 dead and 21 injure . It 
became clear that even the mass of the public was powerless to 
stop the inertia of the Vietnam War which 
raged on in the background 
of American life. 
Modern power had 
become a force too 
far removed from 
the people it was 
said to represent. 
1929
The Barcelona Pavillion
Designed by L dwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich. 
is was the competiton inner for the 1929 International 
Exposition in Barcelona, Spain. e pavilion was said to 
represent “the new Weimar Germany: democratic, culturally 
progressive, prospering, and thoroughly pacist; a 
self-portrait through architecture.”
e now famous 60’s “hippie” culture emerged out of the legacy 
of Beat poets and artists from the decade before. Author Ken 
Kesey passed the baton to his zany and controversial band of 
Merry Pranksters with  collective bus odyssey across the 
U.S. supplied with acid and amphetamines to fuel their 
engines. Kesey had once participated in government testing 
of hallucinogens, and the substances which had inspired 
much of his writing, he now envisioned as having the power 
to awaken a cultural revolution and challenge the 
conformity of American culture. 
1922
Bolshevik Victory 1930s
The Rise of Stalinism
e optimistic age of Lenin was short - only a 
few years - before Stalin rose to power and 
widened the government’s role in censorship. 
Having usurped ultimate control in the 
USSR, Stalin turned his paranoid attention 
outwards and enacted rapid industrialization 
reforms to prepare for war with the west while 
imprisoning and murdering dissidents to enforce 
ideological uniformity. 
While the New York skyline was embellished with the 
world’s peak, the Empire State Building, most of 
America experienced devastating economic 
downturn as the stock market tumbled as a 
byproduct of speculative trading, and the Dust 
Bowl brought an era of ecological disaster fueled by 
the rise of 
mechanized 
farming. 
A paranoia swept U.S. government and 
culture as the ‘threat’ of communism 
loomed in the east. e House 
Un-American Activities Committe (headed 
by Senator Martin Dies), and Senator Joseph 
McCarthy lead numerous investigations and trials 
implicating ocials and private citizens in 




e Glass House, or Johnson house, is a historic project in New 
Canaan, Connecticut. It was designed by architect Philip 
Johnson as his own residence.e work is widely regarded as 
drawing inspiration directly from the Farnsworth House which 
was still in construction at the time, as Johnson curated an 
exhibit of Mies’ work at the MoMA beforehand. Johnson was 
a known supporter of Nazism, and has said that the design of 
the house was inspired by his experience of witnessing 
Jewish villages burned to nothing but foundations and 







Kent State & Ja kson State Killings
e Farnsworth 
House was designed y Mies van 
der Rohe and built between 1945 nd 1951. e 
one-room weekend retreat sits in a rural forest near Chicago, 
and was quickly realized to be a mistake by its chief 
inhabitant, who despised the way it made her a spectacle 
for curious trespassers. She eventually led a lawsuit 
against Mies, which became a part of the larger hysteria 
of McCarthyism, and the building was derided by some 
as a “communist-led eort” to undermine traditional 
Americ n residential styles. To this day, the building 
remains troubled by a history of frequent ooding due 
to its location on the Fox River oodplain. 
Casa de Vidro
Empire State & 
Great Depression
Located in the tree-lined outskirts of São 
Paolo, Casa de Vidro is an icon of Brazilian 
modern architecture and the former home 
of Italian architect Lina Bo Bardi and her 






Mass Production of Khrushchyovka 
1964
Ken Kesey Kicks Off the 
Counterculture
Seagram is one of the most 
notable examples of the 
functionalist aesthetic and a 
prominent instance of 
corporate modern 
architecture. Mies was given 
an “unlimited” budget by the 
Montreal-based Seagram 
Corporation, adorning the building's exterior with stark 
glass curtain wall and simple plaza to satisfy zoning 
requirements for its extraneous height. 
Now-ubiquitous, these mass housing projects of the
USSR were planned by Soviet committees as a means to 
temporarily satisfy rising demand as the government 
continued transplanting the rural polulation into new 
would-be urban centers. “Communism in 20 years” 
became the slogan of Stalin’s successor Nikita 
Khrushchev, signaling that life would improve once 
the country caught up to west and was able to form 
a classless and stateless communist society. 
On 17 September 2018, Nausėda 
announced his candidacy for the 2019 
Lithuanian presidential election, which 
he on 26 May. He was ocially 
inaugurated on July 12th. By the time he 
had spent a month in oce, Nausėda was 
considered to be the most trusted 
politician in Lithuania according to polls 
conducted by the Lithuanian National 
Radio and Television. 2019
Gitanas Nausėdaa is Elected
2021
Health + Efficiency House
In a strange callback to 
th 60s, two 
countercultural trends we t 
head to head in ‘89. John 
Perry Barlow - lyricist for 
the Grateful Dead and self 
proclaimed 
‘cyberlibertarian’ - had made a name for 
himself promoting virtual reality as a new 
frontier for the masses to escape into in 
pursuit of a utopian cyber democracy. Two 
young hackers under the aliases Acid Phreak 
and Phiber Optik, however, wanted to show 
him that such a society would be impossible 
given the idden control that corporations 
already exercised over the young internet. ey 
accessed and leaked his credit history from 
TRW (who once built missiles and spacecraft for 
the Cold War) as a public ‘gotcha’ to argue that 
his utopia could just as easily become a dystopia. 
1989




Wall b ginning 
two years before, control of the press was 
relaxed and thousands of political prisoners 
and dissidents were released. Gorbachev 
removed the constitutional role of he 
Communist party, leading to the eventual 
dissolution of the Soviet Union on 26 
December 1991.
1991
Collapse of the 
Soviet Union
1973
The World Trade Center







Moises De La Cruz
e Ben Rose 
House was desig ed in 1953 
by A. James  Speyer, who was a student 
of Mies van der Rohe. In turn, Speyer’s 
student David Haid designed an addition 
in 1974 that allow d the owner to display 
their prized luxury autom bile to the 
unoccupied forest below. A studio executive 
at Universal suggested the location to house a 
berglass replica 1961 Ferarri 250 GT 
California Spyder in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day O.’  
Stepping into a loophole left in the 1973 
War Powers Resolution, Ronald Reagan 
sought to clarify the role of the government 
in surveillance and intelligence operations. Giving 
explicit power to the executive branch to collect data 
for counter-terrorism and narcotics tracking would have 
far-reaching implications, and this executive order is 
often cited by the National 
Security Agency as its 
organizing document.  
At the bottom, society’s deepest 
wounds became transparent on the 
streets of New York, where the 
tension between have and have not 
was accentuated by cycles of 
rebellious violence and repression. 
Like so many other densely populated 
parts of the U.S., Black and poor tenants 
were constantly handed the short end of New 
York’s economic prosperity, and systematically 
denied opportunities to build generational wealth 
by remnant property & nance 
laws written through decades of 
segregaton. 










by the ‘glasnost’ 
policies of Mikhail Gorbachev and his ambition for ‘Perestroika’ reforms 
in the USSR. As the world headed into the 1980s, Gorbachev’s new 
leadership sought to shed light on the bureaucracy and corruption of 
the government by increasing its transparency. is ‘openness’ is 
typically associated with a cultural renewal fueled by eased censorship 
and encouraged critique of authority. 
Above the sweltering 
inequality below, 
American society’s elites 
we  organizing power on 
a global scale. e 
prominence of trade both 
phsyical and scal 
(speculative markets) 
allowed for constant 
expansion which the U.S. 
was happy to indulge with 
easy loans from the central 
bank nd a ‘hands-o’ 
approach to control. e mod rn form of power therefore 
became privat zed - hid en behind th actions of private 
compani s that were restricted only by laissez-faire policies that 
essentially amounted to an honor system. e World Trade Center 
completed in 1973 was the perfect t for the new seat of power - 
forcing the relocation of exi ting residents who preceded it to steal 
the title of wor d’s tallest fr m the Empire State. Its severe verticality 
demanded structural indulgence and 3 separate elevator systems linked 
by panoramic ‘sky lobbies,’ yet was prescribed narrow 18” windows 
due to architect Minoru Yamasaki’s fear of heights. 
As restructuring of the USSR ailed, 
the labor force grew especially 
inecient - many workers were 
known to appear drunk for their 
jobs in heavy industry.  
Meanwhile at the top, 
corrupti n among heads of 
state became commonplace. 
e era of gulags and extreme 
political repr ssion had 
waned. e Soviet gov rnment ow found hat while it could 
keep its citizens obedient to th  tatus quo (the gamble of 
adopting a liberal democracy still remained rarely-discussed in 
most of Russia), it could do little to prevent the battered society 
from slipping into nihilism in the face unkept promises and 




Department of Homeland 
Security Established
2009












e Urban Glass 




American architect Philip 
Johnson located in the Hudson Square 
neighborhood of Manhattan, New York City. 
Completed in 2006, it was Johnson's nal 
project, as he did not live to see construction 
nished.
Using the hazy legality of previous 
surveillance law, the NSA equips ber 
optic splitters in small rooms within various 
AT&T data routing centers across the U.S., which 
collectively handle a large chunk of the world’s telecommunications. e splitters 
invisibly divert the data through government computers which allow the NSA to 
intercept, transcribe, and record the contents of every phone call, message, or 
internet query that passes through them. e system is also capable of scanning 
this data for specic keywords as directed. San Luis Obispo plays an 
important role in this nationwide surveillance system, as a plurality of the 
world’s trans-pacic internet trac ows through undersea cables beneath 
Montana de Oro Park and are passed by a local switching station up to 
the infamous 641A blackroom in AT&T’s 
cubic windowless building in San 
Francisco.
Inigo Manglano-Ovlle’s 
‘Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With’ is 
displayed at the MaSSMOCA 
Based on Zamyatin’s ‘We,’ Manglano-Ovalle’s art 
installation at the Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art exhibits a scaled- down 
version of Mies Van Der Rohe’s 50x50 house.
is Sou 
Fujimoto project was inuenced by the 
structure of trees and the idea of 
integrating outside nature with indoor 
space. e greenhousesque building is made 
of loosely dened rooms at irregular oor 
heights, and was described as an attempt to 
build a “relationship between people and 
universe, modifying visual perception and 
habits.”
e secrets of 
the government’s massive 
spying apparatus were revealed when 
former NSA employee Edward Snowden 
leaked docouments detailing the close 
relationship between AT&T and the invisible power in America. In 
addition, the network which had only been hinted at previously 
was revealed to be a global collaboration between superpowers 
known as the Five Eyes Alliance, and most of the largest tech companies were implicated 
in working with the NSA to supply information on their users. For exposing to the public 
that most (if not all) of their interactions with the internet were closely monitored and 
recorded behind closed doors, Snowden was accused of violating the Espionage Act. He 
then defected to Russia, after being denied assylum from numerous other countries under 
pressure from then-Vice President Joe Biden in an act of what Snowden called “using 
citizenship as a weapon.”
e glass house entered 
the 21st century with this rural NY project 
made not of steel but with engineered lumber. Like its 
predecessors, it sits in a secluded eld and purports to avoid 
architectural ‘symbolism & 
metaphor’ in delivering 
an authentic material 
experience.
Nausedos Namas is where the current Lithuanian leader 
lives. e house is essentially a regular enclosed home, 





The Glass House. Past, present & future. A Wardian case.











Courtesy of Kent State University
Photographer unknown
             (public domain)
Emma Thomson, 2015
Artist unknown
“The captain of the Soviet Union 
leads us from victory to victory”
Boris Efimov, 1933
“Smoke of chimneys is 
the breath of Soviet Russia”
Artist unknown
(public domain)
“The Specter is Haunting...”
Aleksandr Amelin, 1990
(courtesy, Wende Museum)




















Still from “Going Furthur” (2016)
Kent, O’Neill, Pidutti
Hotel Panorama, Zdeněk Ři ák (1969)
Photograph r unknown
Salute Hotel, Milestly, Slogostkaya & 
Shevchenko (1984)
Photographer unknown
“New York, New York”






































is building was Mies’ second tallest project, 
and his last in the States. From the start it 
displayed a prominent discrepancy between the 
building’s high tech, computer 
climate-controlled ambitions and its 
asbestos-ridden reality which persists today. 
Mies was not able to see the building 
completed, as he died in 1969.
Mies’ crown achievement of International Style 
was purchased for restoration by e Right 
Honorable Peter Garth Palumbo, Baron 
Palumbo, a wealthy conservative Lord from 
Great Britain. In his earlier years the property 
magnate had idolized van der Rohe, and once 
commissioned him on the design of a 
controversial housing project called Mansion 
Square House, which was indeed a massive cube not 
unlike the Seagram Building. 
Mikhail Posokhin embraced Soviet Modernism in this 
structurally expressive pavillion for Expo 67 in Montreal. 
While the majority of public housing in the USSR had 
become robustly opaque, the pavillion expressed an 
ambitious sense of openness, pointed in an optimistic 
upward curve. 
Brut l st Architecture 
Dominates The USSR
Peter Palumbo Buys the 
Farnsworth House
1986
The Ben Rose House Features 
in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’
In the 70s and 80s, many utilitarian-leaning ‘brutalist’ 
buildings came to dominate Soviet architecture, 
sometimes invoking an imaginative and otherworldly 
style that might be read as a gravity-defying escape from 
the earthly disappointments which were sweeping the society. 
Expressing the loneliness of the late USSR, these projects and their shy 
glazing invoke a longing sense of being inside-looking-out. 
1965
Reforms Fail to Organize 
the USSR’s Unstable 
Growth
1967
The Moscow Pavilli n
1973
The War Powers Resolution
Even Congress had grown 
tired of Richard Nixon’s persistent war 
ambitions. e expansion of the Vietnam 
War into Cambodia had become impossible 
to justify, and Congress attempted to 
we ken his power in passing the War 
Powers Resolution. Ultimately Nixon 
had little trouble sidestepping the 
power check, so that both the 
general public and Congress 
were simultaneously forced 
to reckon with the new, 
opaque form of 







Competiton winner, the 
e Great Exhibition of 1851. e Crystal Palace 
w s crea ed out of cast iron a d pla e glass. Joseph Paxton, a 
gardener by trade, developed a ‘ridge-a d-furro ’ structural system 




is exotic Belgian royal property was commissioned by 
King Leopold II, who amassed a fortune by founding the 
Co go ‘Free’ State and extracting its rubber resources 
through forced labor. e greenhouses brought the 
outside indoors for year round enjoyment, but were only 
made a cessible to the public for 3 weeks per year.
With the invention of a successful 
method for keeping plants in harsh 
environments (from overseas journeys to 
the coal-blackened skies of London), the 
Wardian case essentially kickstarts the 
modern era of global ecological 
commerce and allows the world’s 
biodiversity to be shared with ease. 
1914
Th  Glass Pavilion
Created by Bruno Taut, this prismatic glass 
dome structure at the Cologne Deutscher 
Werkbund Exhibition. e structure was made 
at the height of German Expressionism, an 
avant-garde art movement that pioneered genres 
like futurism and horror, contrasting wildly with 
realism.
e Bolshevik revolutionaries triumph in the 
1917 civil war, and establish dominance to 
incorporate the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics over the next few years. e 
Bolsheviks were originally work r’s councils 
called Soviets, and a radic lized university 
student-turned-activist named Vladmir 
Lenin took the lead as a champion of the 
revolution. He had been instrumental 
in pushing people to revolt 
agains  the absolute monarchy 
of Tsar Nicolas II. Lenin was 
inspired by the works of Karl 
Marx in his endeavor to 
build a socialist movement, 
and unite the world’s 
working class towards a 
communist society. But 
rst, Russia would need to 
catch up with the world 
through a series of 
overambitious ve year 
economic plans with him 
at the helm that would 
seriously test the 
revolution’s resolve. 
e CIA’s Oce of Scientic 
Intelligence began testing the 
feasibility of wide-scale domestic 
brainwashing and more ecient 
interrogation through the use of 
psychoactive drugs. Subjects were 
pulled from the general population 
and often not informed of what 
experiments might be done to 
them, which over the years 
grew to include hypn sis, 
sensory deprivation, 
isolation, sexual 
abuse and torture.  
e antiwar 
movement met a bloody 
roadblock in a series of violent retalliations to 
peaceful campus protests which left 6 dead and 21 injured. It 
became clear that eve  th  mass of the public was powerless to 
stop the inertia of the Vietnam War which 
raged on in the background 
of American life. 
Modern power had 
become a force too 
far removed from 
the people it was 
said to represent. 
1929
The Barcelona Pavillion
Designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich. 
is was the competiton winner for the 1929 International 
Exposition in Barcelona, Spain. e pavilion was said to 
represent “the new Weimar Germany: de ocratic, cult rally 
progressive, prospering, and thoroughly pacist; a 
self-portrait through architecture.”
e now famous 60’s “hippie” culture emerged out of the legacy 
of Beat poets and artists from the decade before. Author Ken 
Kesey passed the baton to his zany and controversial band of 
Merry Pranksters with a collective bus odyssey across the 
U.S. supplied with acid and amphetamines to fuel their 
engines. Kesey had once participated in government testing 
of hallucinogens, and the substances which had inspired 
much of his writing, he now envisioned as having the power 
to awaken a cultural revolution and challenge the 
conformity of American culture. 
1922
Bol hevik Victory 1930s
The Rise of Stalinism
e optimistic age of Lenin was short - only a 
few years - before Stalin rose to power and 
widened the govern ent’s role in censorship. 
Having usurped ultimate control in the 
USSR, Stalin turned his paranoid attention 
outwards and enacted rapid industrialization 
reforms to prepare for war with the west while 
imprisoning and murdering dissidents to enforce 
ideological uniformity. 
While the New York skyline was embellished with the 
world’s peak, the Empire State Building, most of 
America experienced devastating economic 
downturn as the stock ma ket tumbled as a 
byproduct of speculat ve trad ng, and the Dust 
Bow  brought an era of cological disaster fueled by 
the ris  of 
echanized 
farming. 
A paranoia swept U.S. government and 
culture as the ‘threat’ of communism 
loomed in the east. e House 
Un-American Activities Committe (headed 
by Senator Martin Dies), and Senator Joseph 
McCarthy lead numerous investigations and trials 
implicating ocials and private citizens in 




e Glass House, or Johnson house, is a historic project in New 
Canaan, Connecticut. It was designed by architect Phil p 
Johnson as his own residence.e work is widely regarded as 
drawing inspiration directly from the Farnsworth House which
as still in construction at the time, as Johnson curated an
exhibit of Mies’ work at t  MoMA beforehand. Johnson was 
a known supporter of Nazism, and has said that the design of
the house was inspired by his experience of witnessing
Jewish villages burned to nothing but foundations and 







Kent State & Jackson State Killings
e Farnsworth 
House was designed by Mies van 
der Rohe and built between 1945 and 1951. e 
one-room weekend retreat sits in a rural forest near Chicago, 
and was quickly realized to be a mistake by its chief 
inhabitant, who despised the ay it made her a spectacle 
for curious trespassers. She eventually led a lawsuit 
against Mies, which became a part of the larger hysteria 
of McCarthyism, and the building was derided by some 
as a “communist-led eort” to undermine traditional 
American re idential style . To this day, the building 
remains troubled by a history of frequent ooding due 
to its location on the Fox River oodplain. 
Casa de Vidro
Empire State & 
Great Depression
Located in the tree-lined outskirts of São 
Paolo, Casa de V dro is an on of Brazilian 
modern architecture and the former home 
of Italian architect Lina Bo Bardi and her 
husband Pie ro Maria Bardi.
1958




Mass Production of Khrushchyovka 
1964
Ken Kesey Kicks Off the 
Counterculture
Seagram is one of the most 
notable examples of the 
functionalist aesthetic and a 
prominent instance of 
corporate modern 
architecture. Mies was given 
an “unlimited” budget by the 
Montreal-based Seagram 
Corporation, ador ing the building's exterior with stark 
glass curtain wall and simple plaza to satisfy zoning 
requirements for its extraneous height. 
Now-ubiquitous, these mass housing projects of the 
USSR were planned by Soviet committees as a means to 
temporarily satisfy rising demand as the government 
continued transplanting the rural polulation into new 
would-be urban centers. “Communism in 20 years” 
became the slogan of Stalin’s successor Nikita 
Khrushchev, signaling that life would improve once 
the country caught up to west and was able to form 
a classless and stateless communist society. 
On 17 September 2018, Nausėda 
announced his candidacy for the 2019 
Lithuanian presidential election, which 
he on 26 May. He was ocially 
inaugurated on July 12th. By the time he 
had spent a month in oce, Nausėda was 
considered to be the most trusted 
politician in Lithuania according to polls 
conducted by the Lithuanian National 
Radio and Television. 2019
Gitanas Nausėdaa is Elected
2021
Health + Efficiency House
In a strange callback to 
the 60s, two 
countercultural trends went 
head to head in ‘89. John 
Perry Barlow - lyricist for 
the Grateful Dead and self 
proclaimed 
‘cyberlibertarian’ - had made a name for 
himself promoting virtual reality as a new 
frontier for the masses to escape into in 
pursuit of a utopian cyber democracy. Two 
young hackers under the aliases Acid Phreak 
and Phiber Optik, however, wanted to sho  
him that such a society would be impossible 
given the hidden control that corporations 
already exercised over the young intern t. ey 
accessed and leaked his credit history from 
TRW (who once built missiles and spacecraft for 
the Cold War) as a public ‘ otcha’ to argue hat 
his utopia could just as easily become a dystopia. 
1989





two years before, control of the press was 
relaxed and thousands of political prisoners 
and dissidents were released. Gorbachev 
removed the constitutional role of the 
Communist party, leading to the eventual 
dissolution of the Soviet Union on 26 
December 1991.
1991
Collapse of the 
Soviet Union
1973
The World Trade Center







Moises De La Cruz
e Ben Rose 
House was designed in 1953 
by A. James  Speyer, who was a student 
of Mies van der Rohe. In turn, Speyer’s 
student David Haid designed an addition 
in 1974 that allowed the owner to display 
their prized luxury automobile to the 
unoccupied forest below. A studio executive 
at Universal suggested the location to house a 
berglass replica 1961 Ferarri 250 GT 
California Spyder in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day O.’  
Stepping into a loophole left in the 1973 
War Powers Resolution, Ronald Reagan 
sought to clarify the role of the government 
in surveillance and intelligence operations. Giving 
explicit power to the xecutive branch to collect data 
f r count r-terrorism a d narcotics tracking would have 
far-r aching implic tions, and this executive order is 
often cited by the National 
Security Agency as its 
organizing document.  
At the bottom, society’s deepest 
wounds became transparent on the 
streets of New York, where the 
tension between have and have not 
was accentuated by cycles of 
rebellious violence and repression. 
Like so many other densely populated 
parts of the U.S., Black and poor tenants 
were cons antly handed the short end of New 
York’s economic prosperity, and systematically 
denied opportunities to build generational wealth 
by remnant property & nance 
laws written through decades of 
segregaton. 





e ‘pa oramic’ 




by the ‘glasnost’ 
policies of Mikhail Gorbachev and his ambition for ‘Perestroika’ reforms 
in the USSR. As the world headed into the 1980s, Gorbachev’s new 
leadership sought to shed light on the bureaucracy and corruption of 
the government by increasing its transparency. is ‘openness’ is 
typically associated with a cultural renewal fueled by eased censorship 
and encouraged critique of authority. 
Above the sweltering 
inequality below, 
American society’s elites 
were organizing power on 
a global scale. e 
prominence of trade both 
phsyical and scal 
(speculative markets) 
allowed for constant 
expansion which the U.S. 
was happy to indulge with 
easy loans from the central 
bank and a ‘hands-o’ 
approach to control. e modern form of power therefore 
became privatized - hidden behind the actions of private 
companies that were restricted only by laissez-faire policies that 
essentially amounted to an honor system. e World Trade Center 
completed in 1973 was the perfect t for the new seat of power - 
forcing the relocation of existing residents who preceded it to steal 
the title of world’s tallest from the Empire State. Its severe verticality 
demanded structural indulgence and 3 separate elevator systems linked 
by panoramic ‘sky lobbies,’ yet was prescribed narrow 18” windows 
due to architect Minoru Yamasaki’s fear of heights. 
As restructuring of the USSR ailed, 
the labor force grew especially 
inecient - many workers were 
known to appear drunk for their 
jobs in heavy industry.  
Meanwhile at the top, 
corruption among heads of 
state became commonplace. 
e era of gulags and extreme 
political repression had 
waned. e Soviet government now found that while it could 
keep its citizens obedient to the status quo (the gamble of 
adopting a liberal democracy still remained rarely-discussed in 
most of Russia), it could do little to prevent the battered society 
from slipping into nihilism in the face unkept promises and 
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e Urban Glass 




American architect Philip 
Johnson located in the Hudson Square 
neighborhood of Manhattan, New York City. 
Completed in 2006, it was Johnson's nal 
project, as he did not live to see construction 
nished.
Using the hazy legality of previous 
surveillance law, the NSA equips ber 
optic splitters in small rooms within various 
AT&T data routing centers across the U.S., which 
collectiv ly handle a large chunk of the world’s telecommunications. e splitters 
invisibly ivert the data through government computers which allow the NSA to 
intercept, transcribe, and record the contents of every phone call, message, or 
internet query that passes through them. e system is also capable of scanning 
this data for specic keywords as directed. San Luis Obispo plays an 
important role in this nationwide surveillance system, as a plurality of the 
world’s trans-pacic internet trac ows through undersea cables beneath 
Montana de Oro Park and are passed by a local switching station up to 
the infamous 641A blackroom in AT&T’s 
ubic windowless building in San 
Francisco.
Inigo Manglano-Ovlle’s 
‘Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With’ is 
displayed at the MaSSMOCA 
Based on Zamyatin’s ‘We,’ Manglano-Ovalle’s art 
installation at the Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art exhibits a scaled- down 
version of Mies Van Der Rohe’s 50x50 house.
is Sou 
Fujimoto project was inuenced by the 
structure of trees and the idea of 
i t grating ou side na ure with ndoor 
space. e greenhousesque building is made 
of loosely dened rooms at irregular oor 
heights, and was described as an attempt to 
build a “relationship between people and 
universe, modifying visual perception and 
habits.”
e secrets of 
the government’s massive 
spying apparatus were revealed when 
former NSA employee Edward Snowden 
leaked docouments detailing the close 
relationship between AT&T and the invisible power in America. In 
addition, the network which had only been hinted at previously 
was revealed to be a global collaboration between superpowers 
known as the Five Eyes Alliance, and most of the largest tech companies were implicated 
in working with the NSA to supply information on their users. For exposing to the public 
that most (if not all) of their interactions with the internet were closely monitored and 
recorded behind closed doors, Snowden was accused of violating the Espionage Act. He 
then defected to Russia, after being denied assylum from numerous other countries under 
pressure from then-Vice President Joe Biden in an act of what Snowden called “using 
citizenship as a weapon.”
e glass house entered 
the 21st century with this rural NY project 
made not of steel but with engin ered lumber. Like its 
predecessors, it sits in a secluded eld and purports to avoid 
rchitec ural ‘symbolism & 
metaphor’ in delivering 
an authentic material 
experience.
Nausedos Namas is where the current Lithuanian leader 
lives. e house is essentially a regular enclosed home, 





The Glass House. Past, present & futur . A Wardian case.
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Photographer unknown
Courtesy of Kent State University
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             (public domain)
Emma Thomson, 2015
Artist unknown
“The captain of the Soviet Union 
leads us from victory to victory”
Boris Efimov, 1933
“Smoke of chimneys is 
the bre th of Soviet Russia”
Artist unknown
(public domain)
“The Specter is Haunting...”
Aleksandr Amelin, 1990
(courtesy, Wende Museum)




















Still from “Going Furthur” (2016)
Kent, O’Neill, Pidutti
Hotel Panorama, Zdeněk Řihák (1969)
Photographer unknown
Salute Hotel, Milestly, Slogostkaya & 
Shevchenko (1984)
Photographer unknown
“New York, New York”






































is building was Mies’ second tallest project, 
and his last in the States. From the start it 
displayed a prominent discrepancy between the 
building’s igh tech, computer 
climate-controlled ambitions and its 
asbestos-ridden reality which persists today. 
Mie  was ot able to see the building 
completed, as he died in 1969.
Mies’ crown achievement of International Style 
was purchased for restoration by e Right 
Honorable Peter Garth Palumbo, Baron 
Palumbo, a wealthy conservative Lord from 
Great Britain. In his earlier years the property 
magnate had idolized van der Rohe, and once 
commissioned him on the design of a 
controversial housing project called Mansion 
Square House, which was indeed a massive cube not 
unlike the Seagram Building. 
Mikhail Posokhin embraced Soviet Modernism in this 
structurally expressive pavillion for Expo 67 in Montreal. 
While the majority of public housing in the USSR had 
become robustly opaque, the pavillion expressed an 
ambitious sense of openness, pointed in an optimistic 
upward curve. 
Brutalist Architecture 
Domin tes The USSR
Peter Palumbo Buys the 
Farnsworth House
1986
The Ben Rose House Features 
in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’
In the 70s and 80s, many utilitarian-leaning ‘brutalist’ 
buildings ame to dominate Soviet architecture, 
sometimes invoking a  imaginative and otherworldly 
style that might be read as a gravity-d fyi g escape from 
th  earthly disappoi tments which were sweeping the society. 
Expressing the loneliness f the late USSR, these proj cts and their shy 
glazing i voke a l ngi g sense of being inside-looking-out. 
1965
Reforms Fail to Organize 





The War Powers Resolution
Even Congress had grown 
tired of Richard Nixon’s persistent war 
ambitions. e expansion of the Vietnam 
War into Cambodia had b come impossible 
to justify, and Congress attempted to 
weaken his power in passing the War 
Powers Resolution. Ultimately Nixon 
had little trouble sidestepping the 
power check, so that both the 
general public and Congress 
were simultaneously forced 
to reckon with the new, 
opaque form of 







Competiton winner, the 
e Great Exhibition of 1851. e Crystal Palace 
was created out of cast iron and plate glass. Joseph Paxton, a 
gardener by trade, developed a ‘ridge-and-furrow’ structural system 




is exotic Belgian royal property was commissioned by 
King Leopold II, who amassed a fortune by founding the 
Congo ‘Free’ State and extracting its rubber resources 
through f rced labor. e greenhouses brought the 
outside indoors for year round enjoym nt, but were only 
made accessible to the public for 3 weeks per year.
With the invention of a successful 
method for keeping plants in harsh 
environments (from overseas journeys to 
the coal-blacken d skies of London), the 
Wardian case essentially kickstarts the 
modern era of global ecological 
commerce and allows the world’s 
biodiversity to be shared with ease. 
1914
The Glass Pavilion
Created by Bruno Taut, this prismatic glass 
dome structure at the Cologne Deutscher 
Werkbund Exhibition. e structure was made 
at the height of German Expressionism, an 
avant-garde art movement that pioneered genres 
like futurism and horror, contrasting wildly with 
realism.
e Bolshevik revolutionaries triumph in the 
1917 civil war, and establish dominance to 
incorporate the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics over the next few years. e 
Bolsheviks were originally worker’s councils 
called Soviets, and a radicalized university 
student-turned-activist named Vladmir 
Lenin took the lead as a champion of the 
revolution. He had been instrumental 
in pushing people to revolt 
against the absolute monarchy 
of Tsar Nicolas II. Lenin was 
inspired by the works of Karl 
Marx in his endeavor to 
build a socialist movement, 
and unite the world’s 
working class towards a 
communist society. But 
rst, Russia would need to 
catch up with the world 
through a series of 
overambitious ve year 
economic plans with him 
at the helm that would 
seriously test the 
revolution’s resolve. 
e CIA’s Oce of Scientic 
Intellig nce began testing the 
feasibility of wide-scale domestic 
brainwashing and more ecient 
interrogation through the use of 
psychoactive drugs. Subjects were 
pulled from the general population 
and often not informed of what 
experiments might be done to 
them, which over the years 
grew to include hypnosis, 
sensory deprivation, 
isolation, sexual 
abuse and torture.  
  antiwar 
movement met a bloody 
roadblock in a series of violent r talliations to 
peaceful campus pro ests which left 6 dead and 21 injured. It 
became clear th t ven the mass of the publi  was powerless to 
t p the inertia of the Vietnam War which 
raged on in the background 
of American life. 
Modern power had 
become a force too 
far removed fr m 
the people it was 
said to represent. 
1929
The Barcelona Pavillion
Designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich. 
is was the competiton winner for the 1929 International 
Exposition n Barcelona, Spain. e pavilion was said to 
repr sent “the new Weimar Germany: democratic, culturally 
progressive, prospering, and thoroughly pacist; a 
self-portrait through architecture.”
e now famous 60’s “hippie” culture emerged out of the legacy 
of Beat poets and artists from the decade before. Author Ken 
Kesey pass d the baton to his zany and controversial band of 
Merry Pranksters with a collective bus odyssey across the 
U.S. supplied with acid and amphetamines to fuel their 
engines. Kes y had once participated in government testing 
of hallucinogens, and the substances which had inspired 
much f his writing, he now envisioned as having the power 
to awaken a cultural revolution and challenge the 
conformity of American culture. 
1922
Bolshevik Victory 1930
The Rise of Stalinism
e optimistic age of Lenin was short - only a 
few years - before Stalin rose to power and 
widened the government’s role in censorship. 
Having usurped ultimate control in the 
USSR, Stalin turned his paranoid attention 
outwards and enacted rapid industrializatio
reforms to prepare for war with the west while 
imprisoning and murdering dissidents to enforce 
ideological uniformity. 
While the New York skyline was embellished with the 
world’s peak, the Empire State Building, most of 
America experienced devastating economic 
downturn as the stock market tumbled as a 
byproduct of speculative trading, and the Dust 
Bowl brought an era of ecological disaster fueled by 
the rise of 
mechanized 
farming. 
A paranoia swept U.S. governme t and 
culture as the ‘t reat’ of commun sm 
loomed in the east. e Ho se 
Un-American Activities Committe (headed 
y Senator Martin Dies), and Senator Joseph 
McCarthy lead numerous investigations and trials 
implicating ocials and private citizens in 
conspiraci s if there was any suspicion of ties to 
fascism or communis .
1948
The Glass House
e Glass House, or Johnson house, is a historic project in New 
Canaan, Connecticut. It was designed by architect Philip 
Johnson as his own residence.e work is widely regarded as 
drawing inspiration directly from the Farnsworth House which 
was still in construction at the time, as Johnson curated an 
exhibit of Mies’ work at the MoMA beforehand. Johnson was 
a known supporter of Nazism, and has said that the design of 
the house was inspired by his experience of witnessing 
Jewish villages burned to nothing but foundations and 







Kent State & Jackson State Killings
e Farnswo th 
House was designed by Mies van 
der Rohe and built between 1945 and 1951. e 
one-room weekend retreat sits in a rural forest near Chicago, 
and was quickly realized to be a mistake by its chief 
inhabitant, who despised the way it made her a spectacle 
for curious trespassers. She eventually led a lawsuit 
against Mies, which became a part of the larger hysteria 
of McCarthyism, and the building was derided by some 
as a “communist-led eort” to undermine traditional 
American residential styles. To this d y, the build ng
remains troubled by a history of frequent ooding due 
to its location on the Fox River oodplain. 
Casa de Vidro
Empire State & 
Great Depression
Located in the tree-lined outskirts of São 
Paolo, Casa de Vidro is an icon of Brazilian 
modern architecture and the former home 
of Italian architect Lina Bo Bardi and her 






Mass Production of Khrushchyovka 
1964
Ken Kesey Kicks Off the 
Counterculture
Seagram is one of the most 
notable examples of the 
functionalist aesthetic and a 
prominent instance of 
corporate modern 
architecture. Mies was given 
an “unlimited” budget by the 
Montreal-based Seagram 
Corporation, adorning the building's exterior with stark 
glass curtain wall and simple plaza to satisfy zoning 
requirements for its extraneous height. 
Now-ubiquitous, these mass housing projects of the 
USSR were planned by Soviet committees as a means to 
te porarily satisfy rising demand as the government 
continued transplanting the rural polulation into new 
wo ld-be urban centers. “Communism in 20 years” 
became the slogan of Stalin’s successor Nikita 
Khrushchev, signaling that life would improve once 
the country caught up to west and was able to form 
a classless and stateless communist society. 
On 17 September 2018, Nausėda 
announced his candidacy for the 2019 
Lithuanian presidential election, which 
he on 26 May. He was ocially 
inaugurated on July 12th. By the time he 
had spent a month in oce, Nausėda was 
considered to be the most trusted 
politician in Lithuania according to polls 
conducted by the Lithuanian National 
Radio and Television. 2019
Gitanas Nausėdaa is Elected
2021
Health + Efficiency House
In a strange callback to 
the 60s, two 
countercultural trends went 
head to head in ‘89. John 
Perry Barlow - lyricist for 
the Grateful Dead and self 
proclaimed 
‘cyberlibertarian’ - had made a name for 
himself promoting virtual reality as a new 
frontier for the masses to escape into in 
pursuit of a utopian cyber democracy. Two 
young hackers under the aliases Acid Phreak 
and Phiber Optik, however, wanted to show 
him that such a society would be impossible 
given the hidden control that corporations 
already exercised over the young internet. ey 
accessed and leaked his credit history from 
TRW (who once built missiles and spacecraft for 
the Cold War) as a public ‘gotcha’ to argue that 
his utopia could just as easily become a dystopia. 
1989





two years before, control of the press was 
relaxed and thousands of political prisoners 
and dissidents were released. Gorbachev 
removed the constitutional role of the 
Communist party, leading to the eventual 
dissolution of the Soviet Union on 26 
December 1991.
1991
Collapse of the 
Soviet Union
1973
The World Trade Center







Moises De La Cruz
e Ben Rose 
House was designed in 1953 
by A. James  Speyer, who was a student 
of Mies van der Rohe. In turn, Speyer’s 
student David Haid designed an addition 
in 1974 that allowed the owner to display 
their prized luxury automobile to the 
unoccupied forest below. A studio executive 
at Universal suggested the location to house a 
berglass replica 1961 Ferarri 250 GT 
California Spyder in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day O.’  
Stepping into a loophole left in the 1973 
War Powers Resolution, Ronald Reagan 
sought to clarify the role of the government 
in surveillance and intelligence operations. Giving 
explicit power to the executive branch collect da a 
for counter-terrorism an  narcotics tracking would have 
far-reaching implications, and this executive order is 
often ci ed by the Nation l 
Security Agency as its 
organizing document.  
At the bottom, society’s deepest 
wounds became transparent on the 
streets of New York, where the 
tension between have and have not 
was accentuat d by cycles of 
rebellious violence and repression. 
Like so many other densely populated 
parts of the U.S., Black and poor tenants 
were constantly handed the hort end of New
York’s economic prosperity, and systematically 
denied opportunities to build generational wealth 
by remnant property & n nce 
laws written through decades of 
segregaton. 










by the ‘glasnost’ 
policies of Mikhail Gorbachev and his ambition for ‘Peres roika’ reforms 
in the USSR. As the world headed into the 1980s, Gorbachev’s new 
leadership sought to shed light on the bureaucracy and corruption of 
the government by increasing its transparency. is ‘openness’ is 
typically associated with a cultural renewal fueled by eased censorship 
and encouraged critique of authority. 
Above the sweltering 
inequality below, 
American society’s elites 
were organizing power on 
a global scale. e 
prominence of trade both 
phsyical and scal 
(speculative markets) 
allowed for co stant 
expansion which the U.S. 
was happy to indulge with 
easy loans fr m the cen ral 
bank and a ‘hands-o’ 
approach to control. e modern form of power therefore 
became privatized - hidden behind the actions of private 
companies that were restricted only by laissez-faire policies that 
essenti lly amounted to an honor system. e World Trade Center 
completed in 1973 was the perfect t for the new seat of power - 
forcing the relocation of existing residents who preceded it to steal 
the title f wo ld’s tallest from the Empire State. Its severe verticality 
demanded structural indulgence and 3 separate elevator systems linked 
by panoramic ‘sky lobbies,’ yet was prescribed narrow 18” windows 
due to arc itect Minoru Yamasaki’s fear of heights. 
As restructuring of the USSR ailed, 
the labor force grew especially 
inecient - many workers were 
known to appear drunk for their 
jobs in heavy industry.  
Meanwhile at the top, 
corruption among heads of 
state became commonplace. 
e era of gulags and extreme 
political repression had 
waned. e Soviet government now found that while it could 
keep its citizens obedient to the status quo (the gamble of 
adopting a liberal democracy still remained rarely-discussed in 
most of Russia), it could do little to prevent the battered society 
from slipping into nihilism in the face unkept pr mis s and 
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e Urban Glass 




American architect Philip 
Johnson located in the Hudson Square 
neighborhood of Manhattan, New York City. 
Completed in 2006, it was Johnson's nal 
project, as he did not live to see construction 
nished.
Using the hazy legality of previous 
surveillance law, the NSA equips ber 
optic splitters in small rooms within various 
AT&T data routing centers across t e U.S., which
collectively handle a large chunk of the world’s telecommunications. e splitters 
invisibly divert the data through government computers which allow the NSA to 
intercept, transcribe, and rec rd the conte ts of every phone all, messag , or 
internet query that passes through them. e system is also capable of scanning 
this data for specic keywords as directed. San Luis Obispo plays an 
important role i  this nationwide surveillance system, as a plurality of the 
world’s trans-pacic internet trac ows through undersea cables beneath 
Montana de Oro Park and are passed by a local switching station up to 
the infamous 641A blackroom in AT&T’s 
cubic windowless building in San 
Francisco.
Inigo Manglano-Ovlle’s 
‘Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With’ is 
displayed at the MaSSMOCA 
Based on Zamyatin’s ‘We,’ Manglano-Ovalle’s art 
installation at the Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art exhibits a scaled- down 
version of Mies Van Der Rohe’s 50x50 house.
is Sou 
Fujimoto project was inuenced by the 
structure of trees and the idea of 
integrating outside nature with indoor 
space. e greenhousesque building is made 
of loosely dened rooms at irregular oor 
heights, and was described as an attempt to 
build a “relationship between people and 
universe, modifying visual perception and 
habits.”
e secrets of 
the government’s massive 
spying apparatus were revealed when 
former NSA employee Edward Snowden 
leaked docouments detailing the close 
relationship between AT&T and the invisible power in America. In 
addition, the network which had only been hinted at previously 
was revealed to be a global collaboration between superpowers 
known as the Five Eyes Alliance, and most of the largest tech companies were implicated 
in working with the NSA to supply information on their users. For exposing to the public 
that most (if not all) of their interactions with the internet were closely monitored and 
recorded behind closed doors, Snowden was accused of violating the Espionage Act. He 
t n defected to Russia, after being denied assylum from numerous other countries under 
pressure from then-Vice President Joe Biden in an act of what Snowden called “using 
citizenship as a weapon.”
e glass house entered 
the 21st century with this rural NY project 
made not of steel but with engineered lumber. Like its 
predecessors, it sits in a secluded eld and purports to avoid 
architectural ‘symbolism & 
metaphor’ in delivering 
an authentic material 
experience.
Nausedos Namas is where the current Lithuanian leader 
lives. e house is essentially a regular enclosed home, 





The Glass House. Past, present & future. A Wardian case.











Courtesy of Kent State University
Photographer unknown
             (public domain)
Emma Thomson, 2015
Artist unknown
“The captain of the Soviet Union 
leads us from victory to victory”
Boris Efimov, 1933
“Smoke of chimneys is 
the breath of Soviet Russia”
Artist unknown
(public domain)
“The Specter is Haunting...”
Aleksandr Amelin, 1990
(courtesy, Wende Museum)




















Still from “Going Furthur” (2016)
K nt, O’Neill, Pi utti
Hotel Panorama, Zdeněk Řihák (1969)
Ph tographer unkn wn
Salute Hotel, Milestly, Slogostkaya & 
Shevchenko (1984)
Photographer unknown
“New York, New York”






































is building was Mies’ second tallest project, 
and his last in the States. From the start it 
displayed a prominent discrepancy between the 
building’s high tech, computer 
climate-controlled ambitions and its 
asbestos-ridden reality which persists today. 
Mies was not able to see the building 
completed, as he died in 1969.
Mies’ crown achievement of International Style 
was purchased for restoration by e Right 
Honorable Peter Garth Palumbo, Baron 
Palumbo, a wealthy conservative Lord from 
Great Britain. In his earlier years the property 
magnate had idolized van der Rohe, and once 
commissioned him on the design of a 
controversial housing project called Mansion 
Square House, which was indeed a massive cube not 
unlike the Seagram Building. 
Mikhail Posokhin embraced Soviet Modernism in this 
structurally expressive pavillion for Expo 67 in Montreal. 
While the majority of public housing in the USSR had 
become robustly opaque, the pavillion expressed an 




Peter Palumbo Buys the 
Farnsworth House
1986
The Ben Rose House Features 
in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’
In the 70s and 80s, many utilitarian-leaning ‘brutalist’ 
buildings came to dominate Soviet architecture, 
sometimes invoking an imaginative and otherworldly 
style that might be read as a gravity-defying escape from 
the earthly disappointments which were sweeping the society. 
Expressing the loneliness of the late USSR, these projects and their shy 
glazing invoke a longing sense of being inside-looking-out. 
1965
Reforms Fail to Organize 





The War P wers Resolution
Even Congress had grown 
tired of Richard Nixon’s persistent war 
ambitions. e expansion of the Vietnam 
War into Cambodia had become impossible 
to justify, and Congress attempted to 
weaken his pow r in passing the War 
Powers Resolution. Ultimat ly Nixon 
had little trouble sidestepping the 
pow r check, so that both the 
general public and Con ress 
were simultaneously forced 
to reckon with the new, 
opaque form of 







Competiton winner, the 
e Gre t Exhibition f 1851. e Crystal Palace 
was created o  f cast iron and plate glass. Joseph Paxton, a 
gardener by trade, dev loped a ‘ridge-and-furrow’ structural system 




is exotic Belgian royal property was commissione  by 
King Leopold II, who amassed a fortu  by founding the 
Congo ‘Free’ State and extracting its rubber resources 
through forced labor. e greenhouses brought the 
outside indoors for year round enjoyment, but were only 
made accessible to the public for 3 weeks per year.
With the invention of a successful 
method for keeping plants in harsh 
environments (from overseas journeys to 
the coal-blackened skies of London), the 
Wardian case essentially kickstarts he 
modern era of global ecological 
commerce and allows the world’s 
biodiversity to be s ared with ease. 
1914
The Glass P vilion
Created by Bruno Taut, this prismatic glass 
dome structure at the Cologne Deutscher 
Werkbund Exhibition.   structure was made 
at the height of German Expressionism, an 
avant-garde art movement that pioneered genres 
like futurism and horror, contrasting wildly with 
realism.
e Bolshevik revolutionaries triumph in the 
1917 civil war, and establish dominance to 
incorporate the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics over the next few years. e 
Bolsheviks were originally worker’s counci s 
called Soviets, and a radicalized university 
student-turned-activist named Vladmir 
Lenin took the lead as a champion of the 
revolution. He had been instrumental 
in pushing people to revolt 
against the absolute monarchy 
of Tsar Nicolas II. Lenin was 
inspired by the works of Karl 
Marx in his endeavor to 
build a socialist movement, 
and unite th  world’s 
w rking class toward  a 
communist soci ty. But 
rst, Russia would n ed to 
atch up with th  world 
through a series of 
overambiti us ve year 
economic plans with him
at the helm that would 
seriously test the 
revolution’s resolve. 
e CIA’s Oce of Scientic 
Intelligence began testing the 
feasi ility of wide-scale domestic 
brainwashing and more ecient 
interrogation through the use of 
psychoactive drugs. Subjects were 
pulled from the general population 
and often not informed of what 
experiments might be done to 
them, which over the years 
grew to include hypnosis, 
s nsory deprivation, 
isolation, sexual 
abuse and torture.  
e antiwar 
movement met a bloody 
roadblock in a series of violent retalliations to 
peaceful campus protests which left 6 dead and 21 injured. It 
became clear that even the mass of the public was powerless to 
stop the inertia of the Vietnam War which 
raged on in the background 
of American life. 
Modern power had 
become a force too 
far removed from 
the people it was 
said to represent. 
1929
The Barcelona P villion
Designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich. 
is was the competiton winner for the 1929 International 
Exposition in Barcelona, Spain. e pavilion was said to 
represent “the new Weimar Germany: democratic, culturally 
progressive, prospering, and t oroughly pacist; a 
self-portrait through architecture.”
e now famous 60’s “hippie” culture emerged out of the legacy 
of Beat poets and artists from the decade before. Author Ken 
Kesey passed the baton to his zany and controversial band of 
Merry Pranksters with a collective bus odyss y across the 
U.S. supplied with acid and amp etamines to fuel their 
engines. Kesey had once participated in government testing 
of hallucinogens, and the substances which had inspir d 
much of his writing, he now envisio ed as having the power 
to awaken a cultural revolution and challenge the 
conformity of American culture. 
1922
Bolshevik Victory 1930s
The Rise of Stalinism
e optimistic age of Lenin was short - only a 
few years - before Stalin rose to power and 
widened the government’s role in censorship. 
Having usurped ultimate c tr l i t e 
USSR, Stalin turned his paranoid attention 
outwards and enacted rapid industrialization 
reforms to prepare for war with the west while 
imprisoning and mur ering dissidents to enforce 
ideological uniformity. 
While the New York skyline was embellished with the 
world’s eak, the Empire State Building, most of 
America experienced devastating economic 
downturn as the stock market tumbled as a 
byproduct o  speculative trading, and the Dust 
Bowl brought an era of ecological disaster fueled by 
the rise of 
echanized 
farming. 
A paranoia swept U.S. government and 
culture as the ‘threat’ of communism 
loomed in the east. e House 
Un-American Activities Committe (headed 
by Senator Martin Dies), and Senator Joseph 
McCarthy lead numerous investigations and trials 
implicating ocials and private citizens in 




e Glass House, or Johnson house, is a historic project in New 
Canaan, Connecticut. It was designed by architect Philip 
Johnson as his own residence.e work is widely regarded as 
drawing inspiration directly from the Farnswor h House which 
was still in construction at the time, as Johnson curated a  
exhibit of Mies’ work at the MoMA b forehand. Johnson was 
a known supporter of Nazism, and has said that th  design of 
the house was inspir d by his experience of witnessing 
Jewish villag s bur ed to nothing but found tions and







Kent State & Jackson State Killings
e Farnsworth 
House was designed by Mies van 
der Rohe and built between 1945 and 1951. e 
one-room weekend retreat sits in a rural forest near Chicago, 
and was quickly realized to be a mistake by its chief 
inhabitant, who despised the way it made her a spectacle 
for curious trespassers. She eventually led a lawsuit 
against Mies, which became a part of the larger hysteria 
of McCarthyism, and the building was derided by some 
as a “communist-led eort” to undermine traditional 
American residential styles. To this day, the building 
remains troubled by a history of frequent ooding due 
to its location on the Fox River oodplain. 
Casa de Vidro
Empire State & 
Great Depression
Located in the tree-lined outskirts of São 
Paolo, Casa de Vidro is an icon of Brazilian 
modern architecture and the former home 
of Italian architect Lina Bo Bardi and her 




Th  R d Scare
1961
Mass Production of Khrushchyovka 
1964
Ken Kesey Kicks Off the 
Counterculture
Seagram is one of the most 
notable examples of the 
functionalist aesthetic and a 
prominent instance of 
corporate modern 
architecture. Mies was given 
an “unlimited” budget by the 
Montreal-based Seagram 
Corporation, adorning the building's exterior with stark 
glass curtain wall and simple plaza to satisfy zoning 
requirements for its extraneous height. 
Now-ubiquitous, these mass housing projects of the 
USSR were planned by Soviet committees as a means to 
temporarily satisfy rising demand as the government 
continued transplanting the rural polulation into new 
would-be urban centers. “Communism in 20 years” 
became the slogan of Stalin’s successor Nikita 
Khrushchev, signaling that life would improve once 
the country caught up to west and was able to form 
a classless and stateless communist society. 
On 17 September 2018, Nausėda 
announced his candidacy for the 2019 
Lithuanian presidential election, which 
he on 26 May. He was ocially 
inaugurated on July 12th. By the time he 
had spent a month in oce, Nausėda was 
considered to be the most trusted 
politician in Lithuania according to polls 
conducted by the Lithuanian National 
Radio and Television. 2019
Gitanas Nausėdaa is Elected
2021
Health + Efficiency House
In a strange callback to 
the 60s, two 
countercultural trends went 
head to head in ‘89. John 
Perry Barlow - lyricist for 
the Grateful Dead and self 
proclaimed 
‘cyberlibertarian’ - had made a name for 
himself promoting virtual reality as a new 
frontier for the masses to escape into in 
pursuit of a utopian cyber democracy. Two 
young hackers under the aliases Acid Phreak 
and Phiber Optik, however, wanted to show 
him that such a society would be impossible 
given the hidden control that corporations 
already exercised over the young internet. ey 
accessed and leaked his credit history from 
TRW (who once built missiles and spacecraft for 
the Cold War) as a public ‘gotcha’ to argue that 
his utopia could just as easily become a dystopia. 
1989





two years before, control of the press was 
relaxed and thousands of political prisoners 
and dissidents were released. Gorbachev 
removed the constitutional role of the 
Communist party, leading to the eventual 
dissolution of the Soviet Union on 26 
December 1991.
1991
Collapse of the 
Soviet Union
1973
The World Trade Center







Moises De La Cruz
e Ben Rose 
House was designed in 1953 
by A. James  Speyer, who was a student 
of Mies van der Rohe. In turn, Speyer’s 
student David Haid designed an addition 
in 1974 that allowed the owner to display 
their prized luxury automobile to the 
unoccupied forest below. A studio executive 
at Universal suggested the location to house a 
berglass replica 1961 Ferarri 250 GT 
California Spyder in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day O.’  
Stepping into a loophole left in the 1973 
War Powers Resolution, Ronald Reag n 
sought to clarify the role of the government 
in surveillance and intelligence operations. Giving 
explicit power to the executive br nch to c llec  data 
for counter-terrorism and narcotics tracking would have 
far-reaching implications, and this executive order is 
often cited by th  National
Security Agency as its 
organizing document.  
At the bottom, society’s deepest 
wounds became transparent on the 
streets of New York, where the 
tension between have and have not 
was accentuated by cycles of 
rebellious violence and repression. 
Like so many other densely populated 
part  of the U.S., Black and poor tenants 
were constantly handed the short end of New 
York’s economic prosperity, and systematically 
deni  opportunities to build generational wealth 
by remnant property & nance 
laws written through decades of 
segregaton. 










by the ‘glasnost’ 
policies of Mikhail Gorbachev and his ambition for ‘Perestroika’ reforms 
in the USSR. As the world headed into the 1980s, Gorbachev’s new 
leadership sought to shed light on the bureaucracy and corruption of 
the government by increasing its transparency. is ‘openness’ is 
typically associated with a cultural renewal fueled by eased censorship 
and encouraged critique of authority. 
Above the sweltering 
inequality below, 
American society’s elites 
were organizing power on 
a global scale. e 
prominence of trade both 
phsyical and scal 
(speculative markets) 
allowed for constant 
expansion which the U.S. 
was happy to indulge with 
easy loans from the central 
bank and a ‘hands-o’ 
approach to control. e modern form of power therefore 
became privatized - hidden behind the actions of private 
companies that were restricted only by laissez-faire policies that 
essentially amounted to an honor system. e World Trade Center 
completed in 1973 was the perfect t for the new seat of power - 
forcing the relocation of existing residents who preceded it to steal 
the title of world’s tallest from the Empire State. Its severe verticality 
demanded structural indulgence and 3 separate elevator systems linked 
by panoramic ‘sky lobbies,’ yet was prescribed narrow 18” windows 
due to architect Minoru Yamasaki’s fear of heights. 
As restructuring of the USSR ailed, 
the labor force grew especially 
inecient - many workers were 
known to appear drunk for their 
jobs in heavy industry.  
Meanwhile at the top, 
corruption among heads of 
state became commonplace. 
e era of gulags and extreme 
political repression had 
waned. e Soviet government now found that while it could 
keep its citizens obedient to the status quo (the gamble of 
adopting a liberal democracy still remained rarely-discussed in 
most of Russia), it could do little to prevent the battered society 
from slipping into nihilism in the face unkept promises and 
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e Urban Glass 




American architect Philip 
Johnson located in the Hudson Square 
neighborhood of Manhattan, New York City. 
Completed in 2006, it was Johnson's nal 
project, as he did not live to see construction 
nished.
Using the hazy legality of previous 
surveillance law, the NSA equips ber 
optic splitters in small rooms within various 
AT&T dat  outing ce ters across the U.S., which 
collectively handle a large chunk of the world’s telecommunications. e splitters 
invisibly divert the data th ough government computers which allow the NSA to 
int rcept, transcribe, and record the contents of every phone call, message, or 
nternet query that passes through them. e system is also capable of scanning 
this data for specic keywords as directed. San Luis Obispo plays an 
important role in this nationwid  surveillance ystem, as a plurality of the 
world’s trans-pacic internet trac ows through undersea cables beneath 
Montana de Oro Park and are passed by a local switching station up to 
the infamous 641A blackroom in AT&T’s 
cubic windowless building in San 
Francisco.
Inigo Manglano-Ovlle’s 
‘Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With’ is 
displayed at the MaSSMOCA 
Based on Zamyatin’s ‘We,’ Manglano-Ovalle’s art 
installation at the Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art exhibits a scaled- down 
version of Mies Van Der Rohe’s 50x50 house.
is Sou 
Fujimoto project was inuenced by the 
structure of trees and the idea of 
integrating outside nature with indoor 
space. e greenhousesque building is made 
of loosely dened rooms at irregular oor 
heights, and was described as an attempt to 
build a “relationship between people and 
universe, modifying visual perception and 
habits.”
e secrets of 
the government’  massive 
spying apparatus were revealed when 
former NSA mployee Edward Snowden 
leaked docouments d tailing the close 
relationship between AT&T and the invisible power in America. In 
addition, the network which had only been hi ted at previously 
was revealed to be a global collaboration between superpowers 
known as the Five Eyes Alliance, and most of the largest tech companies were implicated 
in working with the NSA to supply information on their users. For exposing to the public 
that most (if not all) of their interactions with the internet were closely monitored and 
recorded behind closed doors, Snowden was accused of violating the Espionage Act. He 
then defected to Russia, after being denied assylum from numerous other countries under 
pressure from then-Vice President Joe Biden in an act of what Snowden called “using 
citizenship as a weapon.”
e glass house entered 
the 21st century with this rural NY project 
made not of steel but with engineered lumber. Like its 
predecessors, it sits in a secluded eld and purports to avoid 
architectural ‘symbolism & 
metaphor’ in delivering 
an authentic material 
experience.
Nausedos Namas is where the current Lithuanian leader 
lives. e house is essentially a regular enclosed home, 
encapsulated in an larger glass case.
2121
???????????
 t e UNDERSIDE
of POWER
The Glass House. Past, present & future. A Wardian case.











Courtesy of Kent State University
Photographer unknown
             (public domain)
Emma Thomson, 2015
Ar ist unknown
“The captain of the Soviet Union 
leads us from victory to victory”
Boris Efimov, 1933
“Smoke of chimneys is 
the breath of Soviet Russia”
Artist nknown
(public domain)
“The Specter is Haunting...”
Aleksandr Amelin, 1990
(courtesy, Wende Museum)




















Still from “Going Furthur” (2016)
Kent, O’Neill, Pidutti
Hotel Panorama, Zdeněk Řihák (1969)
Photographer unknown
Salute Hotel, Milestly, Slogostkaya & 
Shevchenko (1984)
Photographer unknown
“New York, New York”






































is building was Mies’ second tallest project, 
and his last in the States. From the start it 
displayed a prominent discrepancy between the 
building’s high tech, computer 
climate-controlled ambitions and its 
asbestos-ridden reality which persists today. 
Mies was not able to see the building 
completed, as he died in 1969.
Mies’ crown achievement of International Style 
was purchased for restoration by e Right 
Honorable Peter Garth Palumbo, Baron 
Palumbo, a wealthy conservative Lord from 
Great Britain. In his earlier years the property 
magnate had idolized van der Rohe, and once 
commissioned him on the design of a 
controversial housing project called Mansion 
Square House, which was indeed a massive cube not 
unlike the Seagram Building. 
Mikhail Posokhin embraced Soviet Modernism in this 
structurally expressive pavillion for Expo 67 in Montreal. 
While the majority of public housing in the USSR had 
become robustly opaque, the pavillion expressed an 




Peter Palumbo Buys the 
Farnsworth House
1986
The Ben Rose House F atures 
in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’
In the 70s and 80s, many utilitarian-leaning ‘brutalist’ 
buildings came to dominate Soviet architecture, 
sometimes invoking an imaginative and otherworldly 
style that might be read as a gravity-defying escape from 
the earthly disappointments which were sweeping the society. 
Expressing the loneliness of the late USSR, these projects and their shy 
glazing invoke a longing sense o  being insi e-looking-out. 
1965
Reforms Fail to Organize 
the USSR’s Unstable 
Growth
1967
The Moscow P villion
1973
The War Powers Resolution
Even Congress had grown 
tired of Richard Nixon’s persistent war 
ambitions. e expansion of the Vietnam 
War into Cambodia had become impossible 
to justify, and Congress attempted to 
weaken his power in passing the War 
Powers Resolution. Ultimately Nixon 
had little trouble sidestepping the 
power check, so that both the 
general public and Congress 
were simultaneously forced 
to reckon with the new, 
o aque form of 







Competiton winner, the 
e Great Exhibition of 1851. e Crystal Palace 
was created out of cast iron and plate glass. Joseph Paxton, a 
gardener by trade, developed a ‘ridge-and-furrow’ structural system 




is exotic Belgia  royal property was commissioned by 
King Leopold II, who amassed a fortune by founding the 
Congo ‘Free’ State and extracting its rubber resources 
through orced labor. e greenhouses brought the 
outside indoors for year round enjoyment, but were only 
made accessible to the public for 3 weeks per year.
With the invention of a successful 
method for keeping plants in harsh 
environments (from overseas journeys to 
the coal-blackened skies of London),
Wardian case essentially kickstarts the 
modern era of global ecological 
commerce and allows the world’s 
biodiversity to be shared with ease. 
1914
The Glass Pavilio
Created by Bruno Taut, this prismatic glass 
dome structure at the Cologne Deutscher 
Werkbund Exhibition. e structure was made 
at the height of German Expressionism, an 
avant-garde art movement that pioneered genres 
like futurism and horror, contrasting wildly with 
realism.
e Bolshevik revolutionaries triumph in the 
1917 civil war, and establish dominance to 
incorporate the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics over the next few years. e 
Bolsheviks were originally worker’s councils 
called Soviets, and a radicalized university 
student-turned-activist named Vladmir 
Lenin took the lead as a champion of the 
revolution. He had been instrumental 
in pushing people to revolt 
against the absolute monarchy 
of Tsar Nicolas II. Lenin was 
inspired by the works of Karl 
Marx in his endeavor to 
build a socialist movement, 
and unite the world’s 
working class towards a 
communist society. But 
rst, Russia would need to 
catch up with the world 
through a series of 
overam i ious ve year 
economic plans with him 
at the helm that would 
seriously test the 
revolution’s resolve. 
e CIA’s Oce of Scientic 
Intelligence began testing the 
feasibility of wide-scale domestic 
brainwashing and more ecient 
interrogation through the use of 
psychoactive drugs. Subjects were 
pulled from the general population 
and often not informed of what 
experiments might be done to 
them, which over the years 
grew to include hypnosis, 
sensory deprivation, 
isolation, sexual 
abuse and torture.  
e antiwar 
movement met a bloody 
roadblock in a series of violent retalliations to 
peaceful campus protests which left 6 dead and 21 injured. It 
b came clear that even the mass of the public was powerless to 
stop the inertia of the Vietnam War which 
raged on in the background 
of American life. 
Modern power had 
become a force too 
far removed from 
the people it was 
said to represent. 
1929
The Barcelona Pavillion
Designed by Lud ig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich. 
is was the competiton winner for the 1929 International 
Exposition in Barcelona, Spain. e pavilion was said to 
represent “t e new Weimar Germany: democratic, culturally 
pr gressive, pros ering, and thoroughly pacist; a 
self-portrait through architecture.”
e now famous 60’s “hippie” culture emerged out of the legacy 
of Beat poets and artists from the decade before. Author Ken 
Kesey passed the baton to his zany and controversial band of 
Merry Prankst rs with a collective bus odyssey across the 
U.S. supplied with acid and amphetamines to fuel their 
engines. Kesey had once participated in government testing 
of hallucinogens, and the substances which had inspired 
much of his writing, he now envisioned as having the power 
to awaken a cultural revolution and challenge the 
conformity of American culture. 
1922
Bolshevik Victory 1930
T e R e of Stalinism
e optimistic age of Lenin was short - only a 
few years - before Stalin rose to power and 
widened the government’s role in censorship. 
Havi g usurped ultimate contro  i  the
USSR, Stalin turned his paranoid attention 
outwards and enacted rapid industrialization 
reforms to prepare for war with the west while 
imprisoning and murdering dissidents to enforce 
ideological un formity. 
While the New York skyline was embellished with the 
world’s peak, the Empire State Building, most of 
America experien ed de ast ting economic 
downturn as the stock market tumbled as a 
byproduct of speculative trading, and the Dust 
Bowl brought an era of ecological disaster fueled by 
the rise of 
mechanized 
farming. 
A paranoi  swept U.S. g vernme t
culture as the ‘thr at’ of communism
loomed in the east. e House 
Un-American Activities Committe (headed 
by Senator Martin Dies), and Senator Joseph 
McCarthy lead numerous investigations and trials 
implicating ocials and private citizens in 
conspiracies if there was any suspicion of ties to 
fas ism or communism.
1948
The Glass House
e Glass House, or Johnson house, is a historic project in New 
Canaan, Connecticut. It was designed by architect Philip 
Johnson as his own residence.e work is widely regarded as 
drawing inspiration directly from the Farnsworth House which 
was still in construction at the time, as Johnson curated an 
exhibit of Mies’ work at the MoMA beforehand. Johnson was 
a known supporter of Nazism, and has said that the design of 
the house was inspired by his experience of witnessing 
Jewish villages burned to nothing but foundations and 







Kent State & Jackson State Killings
e Farnsworth 
House was designed by Mies van 
der Rohe and built between 1945 and 1951. e 
one-room weekend retreat sits in a rural forest near Chicago, 
and was quickly realized to be a mistake by its chief 
inhabitant, who despised the way it made her a spectacle 
for curious trespassers. She eventually led a lawsuit 
against Mies, which became a part of the larger hysteria 
of McCarthyism, and the building was derided by some 
as a “communist-led eort” to undermine traditional 
American residential styles. To this day, the building 
remains troubled by a history of frequent ooding due 
to its location on the Fox River oodplain. 
Casa de Vidro
Empire State & 
Great Depression
Located in the tree-lined outskirts of São 
Paolo, Casa de Vidro is an icon of Brazilian 
modern architecture and the former home 
of Italian architect Lina Bo Bardi and her 
husband Pietro Maria Bardi.
1958




Mass Production of Khrushchyovka 
1964
Ken Kesey Kicks Off the 
Counterculture
Seagram is one of the most 
notable examples of the 
functionalist aesthetic and a 
prominent instance of 
corporate modern 
architecture. Mies was given 
an “unlimited” budget by the 
Montreal-based Seagram 
Corporation, adorning the building's exterior with stark 
glass curtain wall and simple plaza to satisfy zoning 
requirements for its extraneous height. 
Now-ubiquitous, these mass housing projects of the 
USSR were planned by Soviet committees as a means to 
temporarily satisfy rising demand as the government 
continued transplanting the rural polulation into new 
would-be urban centers. “Communism in 20 years” 
became the slogan of Stalin’s successor Nikita 
Khrushchev, signaling that life would improve once 
the country caught up to west and was able to form 
a classless and stateless communist society. 
On 17 September 2018, Nausėda 
announced his candidacy for the 2019 
Lithuanian presidential election, which 
he on 26 May. He was ocially 
inaugurated on July 12th. By the time he 
had spent a month in oce, Nausėda was 
considered to be the most trusted 
politician in Lithuania according to polls 
conducted by the Lithuanian National 
Radio and Television. 20 9
Gita s Nausėdaa is Elected
2021
Health + Efficiency House
In a strange callback to 
the 60s, two 
countercultural trends went 
head to head in ‘89. John 
Perry Barlow - lyricist for 
the Grateful Dead and self 
proclaimed 
‘cyberlibertarian’ - had made a name for 
himself promoting virtual reality as a new 
frontier for the masses to escape into in 
pursuit of a utopian cyber democracy. Two 
young hackers under the aliases Acid Phreak 
and Phiber Optik, however, wanted to show 
him that such a society would be impossible 
given the hidden control that corporations 
already exercised over the young internet. ey 
accessed and leaked his credit history from 
TRW (who once built missiles and spacecraft for 
the Cold War) as a public ‘gotcha’ to argue that 
his utopia could just as easily become a dystopia. 
1989





two years before, control of the press was 
relaxed and thousands of political prisoners 
and dissidents were released. Gorbachev 
removed the constitutional role of the 
Communist party, leading to the eventual 
dissolution of the Soviet Union on 26 
December 1991.
1991
Collapse of the 
Soviet Union
1973
The World Trade Ce ter







Moises De La Cruz
e Ben Rose 
House was designed in 1953 
by A. James  Speyer, who was a student 
of Mies van der Rohe. In turn, Speyer’s 
student David Haid designed an addition 
in 1974 that allowed the owner to display 
their prized luxury automobile to the 
unoccupied forest below. A studio executive 
at Universal suggested the location to house a 
berglass replica 1961 Ferarri 250 GT 
California Spyder in ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day O.’  
Stepping into a loophole left in the 1973 
War Powers Resolution, Ronald Reagan 
sought to clarify the role of the government 
in surveillance and intelligence operations. Giving 
explicit power to the executive branch to collect data 
for counter-terrorism and narcotics tracking would have 
far-reaching implications, and this executive order is 
often cited by the National 
Security Agency as its 
organizing document.  
At the bottom, society’s deepest 
wounds became transparent on the 
streets of New York, where the 
tension between have and have not 
was accentuated by cycles of 
rebellious violence and repression. 
Like so many other densely populated 
parts of the U.S., Black and poor tenants 
were constantly handed the short end of New 
York’s economic prosperity, and systematically 
denied opportunities to build generational wealth 
by remnant property & nance 
laws written through decades of 
segregaton. 










by the ‘glasnost’ 
policies of Mikhail Gorbach v and his ambition for ‘Perestroika’ reforms 
in the USSR. As the world headed into the 1980s, Gorbachev’s new 
leadership sought to shed light on the bureaucracy and corruption of 
the government by increasing its transparency. is ‘openness’ is 
typically associated with a cultural renewal fueled by eased censorship 
and encouraged critique of authority. 
Above the sweltering 
inequality below, 
American society’s elites 
were organizing power on 
a global scale. e 
prominence of trade both 
phsyical and scal 
(speculative markets) 
allowed for constant 
expansion which the U.S. 
was happy to indulge with 
easy loans from the central 
bank and a ‘hands-o’ 
approach to control. e modern form of power therefore 
became privatized - hidden behind the actions of private 
companies that were restricted only by laissez-faire policies that 
essentially amounted to an honor system. e World Trade Center 
completed in 1973 was the perfect t for the new seat of power - 
forcing the relocation of existing residents who preceded it to steal 
the title of world’s tallest from the Empire State. Its severe verticality 
demanded structural indulgence and 3 separate elevator systems linked 
by panoramic ‘sky lobbies,’ yet was prescribed narrow 18” windows 
due to architect Minoru Yamasaki’s fear of heights. 
As restructuring of the USSR ailed, 
the labor force grew especially 
inecient - many workers were 
known to appear drunk for their 
jobs in heavy industry.  
Meanwhile at the top, 
corruption among heads of 
state became commonplace. 
e era of gulags and extreme 
political repression had 
waned. e Soviet government now found that while it could 
keep its citizens obedient to the status quo (the gamble of 
adopting a liberal democracy still remained rarely-discussed in 
most of Russia), it could do little to prevent the battered society 
from slipping into nihilism in the face unkept promises and 




Department of Homel nd 
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2009
Gravity is a Force to be 
Reckoned With 
2007




Edward Snowden Leaks 
NSA Info
2018
Wuehr r House 
Gitanas Nausėdaa’s Home
e Urban Glass 




American architect Philip 
Johnson located in the Hudson Square 
neighborhood of Manhattan, New York City. 
Completed in 2006, it was Johnson's nal 
project, as he did not live to see construction 
nished.
Using the hazy legality of previ us 
surveillance law, the NSA equips ber 
optic splitters in small rooms within various 
AT&T data routing c nters across the U.S., which 
collectively handle a large chunk of the world’s telecommunications. e splitt rs 
invisibly divert the data through government comput rs which allow the NSA t  
inter ept, transcrib , and r cord the contents of every phone call, essage, or
internet query that passes through them. e sy tem is also capable of scanning 
this data for specic keywords as directed. San Luis Obispo plays an 
important role in this nationwide surveillance system, as a pl rality of t e 
world’s trans-pacic internet trac ows thr ugh undersea cable  ben ath 
Montana de Oro Park and are passed by a local switching station up to 
the infamous 641A blackroom in AT&T’s 
cubic windowless building in San 
Francisco.
Inigo Manglano-Ovlle’s 
‘Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With’ is 
displayed at the MaSSMOCA 
Based on Zamyatin’s ‘We,’ Manglano-Ovalle’s art 
installation at the Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art exhibits a scaled- down 
version of Mies Van Der Rohe’s 50x50 house.
is Sou 
Fujimoto project was inuenced by the 
structure of trees and the idea of 
integrating outside ature with indoor 
space. e greenhousesque building is made 
f l sely de ed rooms at irregular oor 
heights, and was described as an attempt to 
build a “relationship betwee  people and 
universe, modifying visual perception and 
habits.”
e secrets of 
the government’s massive 
spying apparatus were revealed when 
former NSA employee Edward Snowden 
leaked docouments detailing the close 
relationship between AT&T and the invisible power in America. In 
addition, the network which had only been hinted at previously 
was revealed to be a global collaboration between superpowers 
known as the Five Eyes Alliance, and most of the largest tech companies were implicated 
in working with the NSA to supply information on their users. For exposing to the public 
that most (if not all) of their interactions with the internet were closely monitored and 
recorded behind closed doors, Snowden was accused of violating the Espionage Act. He 
then defect d to Russia, after being denied assylum from numerous other countries under 
pressure from then-Vice President Joe Biden in an act of what Snowden calle  “using 
citizenship as a weapon.”
e glass house e tered 
the 21st century with this rural NY proj ct 
made not of steel but with engineered lum r. Like its 
predecessors, it sits in a secluded  ld and purports to v id 
architectural ‘symbolism & 
metaphor’ in delivering 
an authentic material 
experience.
Nausedos Namas is where the current Lithuanian leader 
lives. e house is essentially a regular enclosed home, 
encapsulated in an larger glass case.
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T e Glass House. Past, present & future. A Wardian c se.
NSA Creates Room 641A
Maciej Jeżyk
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Courtesy of Kent State University
Photographer unknown
             (public domain)
Emma Thomson, 2015
Artist unknown
“The cap ain of the Sovie  Union 
leads us from victory to victory”
Boris Efimov, 1933
“Smoke of chimneys is 
the breath of Soviet Russia”
Artist unknown
(public domain)
“The Specter is Haunting...”
Aleksandr Amelin, 1990
(courtesy, Wende Museum)




















Still from “Going Furthur” (2016)
Kent, O’Neill, Pidutti
Hotel Panorama, Zdeněk Řihák (1969)
Photographer unknown
Salute Hotel, Milestly, Slogostkaya & 
Shevchenko (1984)
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“New York, New York”







Based on feedback from th  studi , the tim line was further 
d veloped gr phically to read as a complex ap/ga  
board chronicli a sparsely interconnected history f power 
and transparency. Historical deceit and hubr  ranging from 
monarchical ‘public’ greenh uses & ideolog cal f armo ger g 
to ‘f rever ars’ & top secret brainwashing and surveillance 
prog ams combined to fo  a point- d r tique of our cyclical 
global politic and its addiction to capit l over the last 200 ear . 
Ateli r STRIPES
research: Atelier STRIPES
timeline graphic: Elle Gallman & Mois s De La Cruz
Palm Springs, of course, is 
a uniquely fitting location 
for a proposal that seeks 
to reiterate the tenets of 
mid-century modernism. 
Affordable housing that 
resells with million dollar 
price tags, private residences 
for public rock stars...our 
team realized that a glass-
walled residence in this city 
of iconoclasts was less of 
a contradiction and more 
of a challenge to turn the 
‘capital A’ Architecture dials 
up to 11. For this reason, 
we connected with two 
clients who were looking to 
re-develop an existing lot in 
the neighborhood of the Elvis 
Presley Estate, on West 
Cielo Drive. 



























RENOVATION OF 1075 WEST CIELO DRIVE, PALM SPRINGS, CA
neighborhood map: Elle Gallman
presley estates graphic: Moises De La Cruz
In determining who the client for our fictitious project would be, it seemed fitting to 
design their lifestyle and personalities in a similarly fictitious manner. Krystal took the 
lead on devising a backstory for our young couple, originally based on the archetype 
of the ‘cool aunt,’ with both spouses having a history of association with hippie 
counterculture and now working successful careers in big tech. As the design continued 
to change however, the narrative had to be modified for continuity, and the family’s 
child was cut from the plot. With the former family involved in a tragic auto accident, 
the new couple of Corey & Miguel took the helm of the continued project design – the 
show must go on!  
client backstory + interviews: Krystal Bacon
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEDESIGNING A CLIENT Atelier STRIPES
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Hello, how are you, nice to see you again.
Hey good morning, I guess afternoon now. Nice to see you too. Hello, I’m Railee it’s 
nice to finally meet you.
Hi afternoon, I’m Norma nice to meet you. 
This is Angelina, my wife and this is Nacole.
Hi nice to meet you, Nacole. I’m actually here to get Sam, come on baby let’s go. Hey 
Angie, Cammila just let me know when you all are wrapping up. Love you bye. Come 
on Sam.
OK, shall we get started here, we have much to discuss. First, Norma thank you for 
meeting, I’ll assume you’ve read over the ideation and seen some sketches, in addition 
to conversing with Cammila about her overall vision.
Right so first things first, I want to make sure we are all on the same page in terms 
of aesthetics and materials. Angelina and I agreed on a primarily glass facade with 
art-deco style perimeter walls by the property. We want the roof to come overhang 
and provide shade all around the house.
Square in shape of course and the skylight.
Right square and an interesting skylight in the center.
Yes! The skylight is what I wanted to discuss I’m glad Norma can be here with us. So 
I provided all of you with sketches this morning of an idea, its just an idea. But what 
this is showing here at the top is a glass prism ornamented at the center directly above 
the skylight. At almost all points in the house you will be able to actually see all sides 
of the house....
Norma what were you thinking in terms of materials?
Honestly, for a ceiling height of about 10’, having some flexibility with the roof shape, 
also considering the heat I was hoping concrete for this house.
Oh I enjoy the cool grey concrete look and I read about using concrete for tempera-
ture control in hotter climates. 
 Cammila - Client
            Railee - Architect
          Norma - Engineer
                   Phil - Contractor
           Angelina - Client Wife
                     Nacole - Client Ex-Wife
         Sam - Child
“Our group learned to never discredit the value of the designer’s input and how 
collaboration with the client’s vision adds to the overall product. Client’s can 
be set in their ideas and goals for a project, especially when it comes to where 
people reside. The job of the designer is to push and pull where necessary to, of 
course, bring dreams into reality but also keep fantastical dreams in the fantastical 
realm. Working with a specific client throughout the project has given our team 
the confidence to know when and how to bring the Client’s ideas to a realistic 
perspective.”
- Krystal Bacon
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSECLIENT NEEDS
MIGUEL + COREY
N
The clients’ property in this wealthy hillside 
neighborhood of Palm Springs motivated an 
intense site response guided by grandeur, 
sophisticated indulgence, and aesthetic 
voyeurism. Replacing an existing structure 
here requires a continuation of modernist 
placemaking principles, while maintaining a 
subtle Californian atmosphere. 
Our clients intimately recognize the crucial 
role of efficiency and self-management 
in the modern lifestyle. Truly a couple of 
life-hackers at heart, Miguel & Corey have 
been married long enough to understand 
each other’s creative neuroses without 
stepping on each other’s toes. Both come 
from backgrounds in silicon valley and represent 
the marriage of work and life that Health + Efficiency 
specializes in – their criteria for a new Palm Springs 
abode were that it astound them with its solution to 
the desert’s tricky climatic restraints, and that it allow 
them to fully exhibit their eclectic and enthusiastic 
personalities knowing that their property’s high-visibility 
siting will make them a fixture of the neighborhood. 
Atelier STRIPES
simstm visualization: Jennifer Long
game © Electronic Arts
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEEARLY IDEATION Atelier STRIPES
[top left, green]  early sketches: Eva Wieczorek
[top right; R center]  early parti diagrams; elevation: Moises De La Cruz
[center row]   physical framing model: Jennifer Long
[bottom row]   house & spiral model: Jurgis Vaisvila
Early in the design process, two ideas dominated: first was a notion of ‘squaring 
the square’: embedding a diamond within the larger square plan of the Core 
House in order to break some of the rigidity implied by a pure square grid. Early 
framing designs by Eva and Jen incorporated this idea into the framing plan as 
we anticipated a central skylight which would direct light in some way towards 
the center of the large floor area. 
Jurgis was the first to synthesize this strategy with the second big idea,  with 
his compelling ‘spiral’ room idea inspired by the earlier timeline’s visual flow. 
His model of the whole house gave the team inspiration for daylighting and the 
implications of such a figure and its position within the floor plan. 
At the time, the group also toyed with the idea of breaking Mies’ sacred 
horizontal roof plane with a central skylight, chiefly inspired by the 
suggestion of an eventual ‘final fantasy’ that would tie the timeline together 
with science fiction and dystopian fantasy. The top skylight was to be an immense 
prism, inspired by a camera pentaprism, which would reject sunlight from directly 
above in favor of clearly mirrored panoramic views from the surrounding site. This 
light would transmit the diffuse desert albedo while provoking conversation fodder around 
surveillance – would the clients be watching the neighborhood from their secluded central 
core, or would it be vice versa?
Ultimately, this idea was deemed too disruptive 
for the minimalist ambitions of the project. 
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEMID-REVIEW Atelier STRIPES
site plan: Moises De La Cruz
sections: Elle Gallman
framing configuration: Eva Wieczorek
framing plan + analysis: Krystal Bacon
Around the halfway-point of the quarter, Atelier STRIPES presented their progress on the House to a panel of jurors from Cal Poly and beyond. At that time, the site was only 
developed to a point of suggesting entry conditions and relationships between landscape & home, but a clear parti was being established. Key ideas to express to the reviewers 
were the spiral circulation about the floor plan and the highly regular program geometries arranged by quadrant. The group’s sections allowed for meaningful conversation about 
how the project might be experienced from within, especially with the recessed lower floor which seemed to be the House's most successful move thus far. Some elements which 
would ultimately be modified or removed were the woefully-narrow pool and walkways, and the planned photovoltaic panels which ultimately spoiled the horizontality of the roof, 
when modeled in 3D some weeks later. Instead, the position of the House within the site would be solidified, while a multitude of elements – the dry creek beneath the entryway to 
the gardens surrounding – would be clarified and modeled in Rhino with greater resolution. 
At mid-review, the team was given insightful critique which 
ultimately pushed us to refine the building even more 
acutely. Reviewers pointed out that the current framing 
layout likely would not function as ideally as the team 
hoped, and the interior condition also needed greater 
development. While the team felt slightly deflated after the 
mid-review push, the next few weeks would see us attack 
the project with renewed enthusiasm, fueled by inspiring 
preliminary renders, creative artifacts based on our studies, 
and – still to come – a brand new framing layout to carry 
the tertiary development home. 
structural modeling + render: Jurgis Vaisvila
renders: Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEMID-REVIEW : post-mortem Atelier STRIPES
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEARTIFACTS Atelier STRIPES
Following mid-review, Atelier STRIPES took a short retreat from tertiary design to develop individual artifacts inspired by the project. Several members played with the notion of 
'encasement,' embedding objects within bodies of glass to mine the artifact for (literal) reflective inspiration. Others gravitated towards expressing the paradoxical features of glass 
explored earlier in the quarter, juxtaposing softness with hardness and transparency with power. Two members even made musical compositions which drew upon similar ideas. 
look! now we can see exactly 
what they’re up to! 
[top left]   suspended U.S. & Lithuanian currency: Jurgis Vaisvila
[next, right]   political speculative rendering: Elle Gallman
[next, right]  sugar glass composition: Kaylee Hernandez
[top right]  holographic phone projector: Eva Wieczorek 
[bottom left]   guitar composition in ableton live: Moises De La Cruz
[bottom center] piano composition: Krystal Bacon
[bottom right]  glasshaus plush: Jennifer Long
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSE
FINAL REVIEW
Atelier STRIPES
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEPARTI Atelier STRIPES
The finalized Health & Efficiency parti revolved around a gesture of embedding one square within another – using a 45 degree offset between the two to disrupt their simplicity and 
create four triangular quadrants with symbolic meaning to the clients’ daily routine. The structure starts with Mies’ mid-wall columns, but splits this gravity system into two members 
on each face. This serves to create ‘soft’ corridors to partition space, and portal frames for each corner of the interior core to gesture through as an expression of openness that 
reaches past the edge of the building.
parti diagrams: Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEGARAGE : possession Atelier STRIPES
For our hard-working clients, the fruits of their labor ultimately motivate the need for a custom home in the first 
place. That’s why the garage is freed from a servile role to become an integral part of the interior experience. 
The centerpiece of this quadrant is a turntable which allows Corey and Miguel to showcase their prized Aston 
Martin DB4 GT Zagato for friends, the neighborhood, or just themselves...as well as to pull in and out of the 
home with ease. The garage forms the crucial start and end points of two mirrored journeys that our clients 
will take each day to depart for work and return to their beloved abode, following a spiral path inspired by the 
flow of our earlier timeline.
parti diagram + render: Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEKITCHEN : self Atelier STRIPES
The kitchen is the next step in that path, representing the immediacy of self-maintenance which is crucial to 
the ‘health’ in “Health + Efficiency.” The kitchen offers an intimate connection to the rear pool and a custom 
dining table with an industrial aesthetic to match that of the house. 
parti diagram + render: Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEOFFICE : accumulation Atelier STRIPES
The home office also plays an essential role in ‘efficiency,’ offering an inspiring waypoint for answering emails 
and hosting business meetings alike. This space is connected to the pool as well as the sweeping remainder 
of the property, and symbolizes the accumulation of wealth as a complement to the showcase of that wealth in 
the opposing garage quadrant. 
parti diagram + render: Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEDEN : others Atelier STRIPES
The fourth and final quadrant pairs with the kitchen on the opposite side. Whereas the kitchen is tucked closer 
to the back of the site as an expression of private self care, the den features a recessed conversation pit and 
sweeping views of the neighborhood as if to reach out and include others in Corey and Miguel’s optimized 
lifestyle. 
parti diagram + render: Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSECORE : private Atelier STRIPES
The central core of the House features the bedroom and bathroom, both recessed 
to match the elevation of the adjacent conversation pit. In this way the project 
is meant to feel more vertically expansive as one winds into its most secluded 
spaces in order to play with our expectations regarding privacy.
parti diagram + renders: Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS Atelier STRIPES
It is important to recognize the many anticipated issues with the climate in Palm Springs. While maintaining client 
comfort in an arid desert through detailed shading devices and carefully-tuned HVAC was ultimately beyond the scope 
of this studio, Atelier STRIPES believes in making the best of a less-than-ideal situation.
climate visualizations: Elle Gallman
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESOLAR PARTI Atelier STRIPESparti diagram + render: Moises De La Cruz
For the reason discussed on the previous page, the central core was specifically opened on its east face to 
allow morning sun to bathe the inner wall of the bedroom all year round, offering a potent and natural wake-
up prompt for our clients who love the morning for the productivity it promises each day. The ambition was 
for the project to be relatively shielded from hot afternoon sun by the neighboring mountains, so that the 
morning glow and noon light would become the full focus of the home's solar response. 
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESITE PARTI Atelier STRIPES
parti diagrams: Moises De La Cruz
Our team’s approach to the site was to use the steep topography and foliage as a means of enveloping the house. The plan is very much about an ‘expansion’ outward from the 
hillside towards the horizon and the rest of Palm Springs below, so that the house is both a place for great views and a picturesque landscape itself. 
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEFLOOR PLAN
N
Atelier STRIPES
site/floor plan: Jurgis Vaisvila & Moises De La Cruz
render: Moises De La Cruz
Shown in greater 
detail here, the site is 
engineered to embed 
more private backyard 
spaces in the base of 
the hillside on the west, 
while expanding on the 
east with a wood deck. 
8 foot wide walkways connect the two 
ends on the north and south, and a matching 
walkway also brings visitors up to the front 
door from the surface road. Foliage covers the 
long ends of the site to create a sense of elevated 
seclusion for the house itself. 
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEENTRY SEQUENCE Atelier STRIPES
This entry section shows the experience of entering the 
building in greater detail. Both the driveway and footpath rise 
above a dry creek doubling as drainage for the infrequent drizzle, 
directing water and prying eyes away from the embedded backyard and 
towards the main entrance that seems to expand towards the distant horizon framed 
by the home.
entry section: Elle Gallman & Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESECTION a-a Atelier STRIPES
The project’s sectional strategy of embedment and expansion is most obvious in the east-west section, 
where the topography is held by a low retaining wall in the back and allowed to drop off swiftly on the 
opposite side. 
section: Elle Gallman & Jurgis Vaisvila
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESECTION A-A Atelier STRIPES
section: Moises De La Cruz & Jurgis Vaisvila
With the context of the mountain behind, we hope that this arrangement truly gives a sense that Health + Efficiency has become one with its environment, despite its expressive 
and highly industrious steel construction. The next section will feature the Atelier STRIPES engineering department, for their in-depth explanation of how the parti became 
structural. 
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESTRUCTURAL OVERVIEW Atelier STRIPES
exploded axon: Moises De La Cruz
rhino + revit models: Atelier STRIPES
arrangement: Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESTRUCTURAL OVERVIEW Atelier STRIPES
exploded axon: Moises De La Cruz
rhino + revit models: Atelier STRIPES
arrangement: Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESTRUCTURAL OVERVIEW Atelier STRIPES
exploded axon: Moises De La Cruz
rhino + revit models: Atelier STRIPES
arrangement: Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESTRUCTURAL OVERVIEW Atelier STRIPES
exploded axon: Moises De La Cruz
rhino + revit models: Atelier STRIPES
arrangement: Moises De La Cruz
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEFOUNDATION PLAN Atelier STRIPES
COLUMN FOOTING DETAILfoundation plan + column detail: Jennifer Long
The foundation plan displays the grade beams beneath the floor slab which support the moment frames. On 
the south west edge of the building, a concrete retaining wall protects the pool area and the slope grading 
necessary for our site. All parts of the foundation were designed according to research and geotechnical reports 
from a previous project in the area.  You can also see the concrete slab element of the foundation which allows us to have the deep recessed living room, bedroom, and bathroom 
space.  The detail shows how the columns are connected to the foundation to carry loads to the ground. The built-in couch in the living space and the architectural walls rise out 
of the monolithic slab in contrast with the lightness of the glass curtain wall and the steel frame roof from which it hangs. 
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEINITIAL FRAMING PLAN Atelier STRIPES
Our initial structural framing layout - proposed during mid review - introduced 
a number of issues in regards to connections and lateral load path. A central 
square formation of wide flange members made up the moment frames to resist 
lateral loads. We ran into trouble with the moment carrying connection, seen 
to the right of the framing plan. Our primary members were feeding into built-up columns at a 45 degree angle to allow column orientation, and thus strength, 
to be the same in each direction. Issues arose when realizing there was no way to also connect the cantilevered extensions of the primary members into the column. 
Likewise, the load transfer from the diaphragm into the moment frames was neglected, as we failed to realize that the beams of the moment frame were not connected to the 
diaphragm at any point in the framing layout. 
framing plan: Krystal Bacon
column detail: Eva Wieczorek
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEFINAL FRAMING PLAN Atelier STRIPES
Here we see the updated framing layout. Previous choices led to 
confusion and inefficiency, which is the main reason why we made 
significant changes. framing plan: Krystal Bacon
“The engineer’s in training on the team had faced many 
challenges given a Meisian aesthetic was asked for the project. 
Lacking a typical configuration of columns being located at 
the corners of the building, our framing layout became much 
more interesting. The initial framing plan lacked thorough 
consideration for load flow and constructability issues. The final 
framing configuration identified these issues and solved most, 
but as with every step of the design process, more issues arose. 
Given the time constraint of the studio, our team was not able 
to continue with revisions but instead reflect on some of those 
issues.”
- Krystal Bacon
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESTRUCTURAL COMPOSITION Atelier STRIPES
When we revised our framing plan and gravity system, we endeavored towards a more efficient design. Our strive towards efficiency began with many iterations of different column 
sections and configurations. Our gravity system now consists of two HSS columns on each face, which has on one side a wide flange beam connecting at an angle to the axis of 
the column and on the other side the column a wide flange creates a moment frame on each face of the walls to make 4 total moment frames, 2 in each principal direction for our 
lateral system.
PRIMARY FRAMING
ANGLED BEAMS FRAMING INTO EACH COL ON ONE SIDE
1 MOMENT FRAME ON EACH WALL FACE = 4 TOTAL
framing visualization: Krystal Bacon
GRAVITY SYSTEM
 2 hss 7x7x1/8” columns
PRIMARY FRAMING
 angled beams framing into each column on one side
 1 moment frame on each wall face
SECONDARY FRAMING
STACKED FRAMING OVER PRIMARY
3 BEAM INTERSECTION
CANTILEVERED OVERHANG FOR SHADING
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESTRUCTURAL COMPOSITION Atelier STRIPES
Our final framing plan utilizes stacked framing where our secondary members sit on top of our primary members. The secondary framing led to interesting connection cases such as 
a 3 beam intersection in each corner. Our top framing layer also utilizes a 5’ cantilever around the perimeter for shading.
framing visualization: Krystal Bacon
SECONDARY FRAMING
 stacked framing over primary
 3 beam intersection
 cantilevered overhang for shading
1 ANGLED BEAM TO COL. - PINNED CONNECTION
2 SMF CONNECTION TYP.
The primary framing system consists of two main connections one on either side of the column. The first, as stated earlier, is on 
one side of the column connecting to the angled beam. The cross section of the beam is strengthened with plates creating a pinned 
connection to the HSS. On the other side of each column the beam connects to form the four moment frames, one on each wall face.
framing visualization + details: Krystal Bacon
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESTRUCTURAL CONNECTIONS Atelier STRIPES
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESTRUCTURAL CONNECTIONS Atelier STRIPES
1 ANGLED BEAM TO COL. - PINNED CONNECTION 2 SMF CONNECTION TYP.
details: Krystal Bacon
3 BEAM TO BEAM TYP.
4 THREE BEAM INTERSECTION
5 BEAM OVER BEAM TYP.
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESTRUCTURAL CONNECTIONS Atelier STRIPES
framing visualization + details: Krystal Bacon
Other typical connections 
occurring within the secondary 
framing system include a coped beam to 
beam connection and a beam spanning 
over a beam connection. For the 3 
beam intersection, the two perpendicular 
members will be joined by a typical beam 
to beam connection and the angled beam 
will utilize a custom steel plate and A325 
bolts to connect to the cantilevered beam.
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSELATERAL ANALYSIS Atelier STRIPES
For our lateral analysis, we started by calculating our lateral loads by hand. We used ASCE 7–16’s equivalent lateral force procedure to 
calculate the seismic loads and the directional procedure for the wind loads. It was clear seismic governed with a base shear of approximately 
13 kips so we moved forward with seismic loading in our sap analysis.
analysis + visualization: Eva Wieczorek
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESAP ANALYSIS Atelier STRIPES
Since our structure is very close to an active fault, we decided to run three seismic loadings in our sap model. The first analyzed our hand calculated load, our second loading 
used the response spectrum from our site in Palm Springs, and our third loading used the recorded accelerations from the El Centro earthquake. The drift from the El Centro 
accelerations were the largest and went over the allowable 2% drift limit. We decided to go forward with our hand calculated seismic load since the two areas do not fall under the 
same fault zone. 
analysis + visualization: Kaylee Hernandez
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEHAND CALCULATIONS Atelier STRIPES
To design the moment frame, we performed ASCE 7-16 allowable drift calculations. Using the calculated force to each frame, required beam properties were found using AISC 




Symmetrical Loading = 1.7”
Asymmetrical Loading = 2.0”
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESAP ANALYSIS Atelier STRIPES
Along with the seismic loading, we input gravity loads into our model to design our roof framing members. With a dead load of 22 psf and a live load of 20 psf, we loaded our 
joists, then used SAP’s design feature to generate required member sizes. Since our project is governed by deflection like most projects usually are, we set a design target 
deflection of 2 inches at the cantilevering corners. Once we finalized our member sizes, we reanalyzed our framing plan under asymmetrical loading where we put live load on one 
of the corners and got a maximum deflection of 2 inches under the governing load combination.
analysis + visualization: Kaylee Hernandez 
additional roof calculations: Eva Wieczorek
Maximum Deflections:
Symmetrical Loading = 1.7”
Asymmetrical Loading = 2.0”
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEGLAZING PARTI : frameless panels Atelier STRIPES
parti diagram + render: Moises De La Cruz
product logo © Cover Glass USA
Last, but certainly not least, the glazing strategy. Nearly every glass surface on the building envelope is designed to be operable, and this is made possible by two exciting systems 
we spec’d from west coast suppliers. The first is a system of ‘frameless’ panels provided by CoverGlass down in Costa Mesa. Each wall on either side of the gravity system is 
equipped with eight panels. With the exception of the motorized garage system, each wall allows up to 4 panels to be folded together magnetically next to the columns, so that 
the remaining panels can be arranged however the client desires. This includes the coveted open corner, which CoverGlass is able to accomplish thanks to discreet translucent 
interlocking channels on each pane which even weatherproof the assembly when closed. 
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEGLAZING PARTI : pivot doors Atelier STRIPES
parti diagram + render: Moises De La Cruz
product logo © Red Horse Fenestration, Inc.
Between the two columns on each wall, we’ve designed a custom pivot door to be fabricated by Red Horse, who are based out of Reno. These monolithic glass doors rotate around 
an offset pivot that allows users to feel as if they’re effortlessly slipping through another wall of the house rather than a traditional door. The sturdy tube steel frames favored by Red 
Horse were also a perfect visual fit for the rest of the house structure.









section: Elle Gallman & Jurgis Vaisvila
detail: Elle Gallman
render: Moises De La Cruz
As shown in this section, the bottom stainless 
steel tracks for the CoverGlass sit on a lip of the 
concrete floor slab, for ease of drainage and a 
flush fit that maintains the feeling of a seamless 
threshold all around the home. At the top, the track 
is connected to a series of angle steel sections 
that hang from the perimeter wide flanges of the 
primary structure, creating a concealed space for 
seismic tolerance as the exterior soffit panels of 
the roof overhang span between this system and 
the perimeter C-channel. 
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESECTION B-B Atelier STRIPESsection: Moises De La Cruz & Jurgis Vaisvila
In section, these systems all work together to accentuate the power of clean and orthogonal flat surfaces within the modernist way of life. This section also showcases the floor-
height windows which allow our clients to see directly from the lower floor into their garage at any time, so that their prized possessions are never too far from theirs or their 
visitors’ admiring gaze. 
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESECTION C-C Atelier STRIPES
Living with Health + Efficiency, we hope that our clients (and any building occupants that follow) will grow even more attuned to the kind of optimized, clockwork commitment to 
self-care and productivity that has come to define our generation’s lifestyle pursuits. We hope that you were also able to envision yourself inhabiting the home, filling it with your 
own aspirations and accumulations as Corey and Miguel dreamt of. 
section: Moises De La Cruz & Jurgis Vaisvila
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSESECTION D-D Atelier STRIPESsection: Elle Gallman
This final orthographic section, highlighting the central sunken core of the home, concludes the formal extents of our project, although the Atelier STRIPES think tank did not stop 
at the boundaries of our site... The final element was the Final Fantasy, with a focus on dystopian speculative fiction that expands the narrative of the glass house to an extreme 
degree.
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEFINAL FANTASY : as advertised Atelier STRIPES
The government of the Year 2121 Palm Springs central 
planning committee introduces the brand new population 
protection plan. The sun has become incompatible with 
human life, and we have come up with a way to protect you! 
Come live under the mile-wide canopy of Palm Springs in 
one of these custom glass houses, where your safety is our 
priority. Enjoy a new life under the sheltering sky and the 
watchful eye of the Palm Springs collective. These images 
give you a look at the idyllic life we have designed for you 
and your family in the new, safe, protected Palm Springs. 
These images are part of an advertisement to the public 
we imagined as being written by the developers of this final 
fantasy project. The imagery is meant to give the “unwashed 
masses” an optimistic view of what is ultimately a dystopian 
society set 100 years in the future. 
simstm visualization: Jennifer Long
game © Electronic Arts
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEFINAL FANTASY : as built Atelier STRIPES
space frame design + representation: Kaylee Hernandez
Our Final Fantasy imagines a future society in the year 2121, 
in which warfare and ecological disaster have given rise to 
decentralized pockets of human survival guided by strict 
regimes of control.
Within one of these city-states, Overseers have constructed towering 1000' 
concrete obelisks which surround the desert valley formerly known 
as Palm Springs, and used them to extend a massive opaque square 
mile canopy over the entire region. From this plinth, a multitude of 
glass boxes are suspended above the unmanaged ecosystem below, and 
linked by transparent bridges. The overseers mandate that every waking minute must 
be livestreamed and archived, and have installed cameras at the eight corners of each 
cubic glass cage to produce public live feeds of every individual’s daily happenings. 
To reinforce their hold on the city-state, the Overseers project video feeds onto 
every opaque surface, including the walls that conceal their own seat of 
power, near the tops of each tower. The impossibly-thin hi-tech 
concrete canopy above also becomes a source of media, 
as all manner of announcements and simulated celestial 
events are projected above the people’s heads at all times. In spite of 
evidence to the contrary at any of the glazed four sides of the megastructure, the 
overseers may announce changes to their artificial calendar and day-night cycle 
at-will.
The denizens of the city-state are biometrically forbidden from taking the elevator lifts in the towers up to the roof of the plinth, on which they would discover a secret garden and 
Palm Springs' true seat of power: a lush, integrated community for the descendants of today's ultra-rich – remnants of an extinct hierarchical society long-since destroyed. To the 
unsuspecting residents of the city-state, however, the upward social mobility which was believed to have existed 100 years prior seems to remain. The intricate web of glass homes 
is suspended in a pyramidal array, which gradually winds up to the center of the plinth where a square skylight bathes the most fortunate citizens in their own private sun.
HEALTH ✚ EFFICIENCY HOUSEFINAL FANTASY Atelier STRIPES
Today, in spite of how rapidly technology has 
expanded its reach to better connect us, everything 
can feel more distant and isolated than ever before. 
What if we continue this trajectory?
render: Moises De La Cruz
narrative: Atelier STRIPES
According to the Overseers, the embrace of sunlight is a most dangerous privilege, which must only be shared by the chosen few. After the purported deterioration of 
the Earth’s ozone barrier, the overseers argue, raw sunlight has become incompatible with human life, and only society’s most resilient individuals are given the glorious 
opportunity to sacrifice their health to the city-state so that they might conduct 'research' on the long-term effects of this new sunlight. As with many aspects of the new 
society however, only time will tell whether any of this is truth, or merely a deceit to encase the masses in perpetual deference. 
Atelier STRIPES humbly thanks you for reading. 
Atsisveikinimas.
Here’s a song about the sunshine
Dedicated to the sunshine...
enthusiasm will energize / mind over matter, love over gold / momentum over stasis / rhythm, shape / international / potential / imagination / analogy / commitment
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